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ABSTRACT 
This study of project is the fulfillment for W ET _ 181 and WXET 3182. The entire 
project, named Sales orce Aurornari n st m F S stem), involves developing a 
web based interaction system for the use of tlle sales representatives and administrator of 
a company. Thi system will be built in a simple, high quality and fast way by using 
certain tools. The objective for developing this SF A System is to keep track of the 
information about the customer , sale persons, sample movement, company and product. 
There will be a database which all data will be kept in the database and can be retrieved 
easily. The system also will include user friendly feature. 
In consideration of providing these advance features, Active Server Pages 3.0 has b · ·11 
chosen as the developing language, with the database support by Microsoft Access 2000, 
in the platform of Windows 2000, runninc with ervcr llS .0. Besides, to tuarant the 
feasibility and accuracy of the final production, the Waterfall with prototypin 
methodology ha been utilized throughout the stages of the entire developm .nt progre ... 
With the distinct division of two modules, which is the administration and the al . 
representatives Area Planning module , the entire operation of FA sy. t m i. 
manageable and systematic, with each performing it respective roles. With reference and 
review from the oilier systems, the additive enhancement of feature and auti u 
consideration of the existing constraint in real working environment, is expe tedJ 1 
leading thi project to the future implementation in the faculty, with minimum limitari ns 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter rives an inrr du t d s ripti n ab ut the thesis project that have been 
cho en. Project definition, background, tud objecti es, its rationale and scope are 
addressed. Schedule of project development and contributions in future are also included. 
1. 1 PROJECT DEFINITION 
The title of this thesis is Sales Force Automation System. It is a CRM system focused on 
Sales Force Enablement. Through this system, application for Sales such as Call Report, 
Expense Claims, Productivity report and Contact Management is being created. 
Sales Force Automation System is mainly a system which assists sales represcnrariv '$ in 
uch a way that they can keep track of the information about the customer. , sales pee 011,, 
sample movement, company and product. onscqucntly, it not only saves tim and 
manpower in solving certain pr blern , it al o increases the level of cffc (iv nc .. in t rm: 
of synchronizing the tasks among each sales representatives and administrator 
electronically. 
This is a typical web-based system which uses the Internet to present and retrieve data ia 
browser. Basically, the system contains a databa e, web server and client erver t all w 
information transactions. In this way, it aJlow user to access the application at an 
location and any time, as Ion, a the users have acces s to the Internet 
1.2 PROJECT BACKGROUND 
In this project the application will d wnload information from a entral 
synchronization, users can then use the application as in their daily job a riviri ~. Th, 
data is then synced back to the c ·ntrul erver. 
The features of the al.es Force Automation system are 
• .. ar h f r inf rmation on u t m 'r and ompany 
• Mak call reports when they visit cu uomers 
• M ak Non all reports when not vi itjng customer 
• Mnk S unpl movement r port when receive amples 
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• Search for information on Produ .rs 
1.3 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
The system to be implemented i a RM _ . t m focused on Sales Force Enablement. 
This system is used to provide sales representat:i es with a system that can aid them in 
their daily activities. 
TI1is thesis has a few major objectives as shown below: 
• Make the sales representatives' job easier 
• Reduce sales representatives' workload 
• Record sales information 
• Record non-sales information like training and conference 
• Provide basic inventory functionalities 
• Record customer information 
• Record company information 
• Record product information 
1.4 PROJECT SCOPE 
The system to be developed is basically a Sales Force Automation (SF A) ystem that i 
used to enable sales representatives from a c rnpany in their daily activities. 
The primary goal is to build the c mponents in the sales repre entatives Area Plannin 
module. The components to be built are 
I. Call Report (Add, View and Search functionality) 
2. Non Call Report (Add, View and Search functi nality) 
3. Sample Movement (Add, View and Search functionality) 
4. u tomer Information Add, View and earch functionalit ) 
ompany lnformation (Add, View and Search functionality 
6. Product lnformntion View mid eurch functionality 
Th se ondary o{{) is to build the components in the adrnini trarion m dule. TI1e 
c mponent to be built am 
7. oil Report Add, View and Search fonclionality) 
2 
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8. Non all Report (Add, View and Scar h fun finnali1~' ~ 
9. Sample Movement (Add, View and ar h fun ti '!lilh 1 
I 0. ustomer In formation (Add, View and · a11 h func tie>n~ity) 
11. Company Information (Add, View and Sear h functionality) 
12. Product Information (Add, View, Delete and Search functionality) 
13. Administrator I System User (Add, Edit and Delete functionality) 
3 
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Fig1. 1 : Modules shown in G 
I Sales Force Automation ifv I~ e 
I 
I I 
I Sales Person I I Administration I 
..... Call Report ,_ Call Report 
. 
.._ Non-Call Report - Non- all Report 
,__ Sample Movement ,_ Sample Movement 
.._ Customer ,_ Customer 
Information Inf ormotlon 
..... Company - Company 
Lnformatlnn Tnfnrmntinn 
'- Product Information - Product Infi ormatlon 
- Administrator/System 
IIser Informntion 
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1.5 PROJECT SCHEDULE 
In order to achieve the project bj 'ti a~ d@"t@rmined to manage 
the time and tasks that mu t be a omplish d with the development phases. Figure 1.2 
shows the project schedule with th prop r proje t schedule planning. It will ensure that 
the project development process work out smoothly and leads to success. 
Fig1. 2 : Project Schedule 
Task June 01 July 01 AugOI Sept 01 OctOl NovOl Dec 01 Jan 02 
. 1 .. ,,, "' ·--···a-i:i,·, ." .J 
Literature Review 
. 
System Analysis 
I :,-., -: _ . '• . ··1 
System Design CJ 
Development I ~ '. • I ··.~\;" I ' ;: ",f.~·,~· .ifll>'t .
I.I ..-'·' I Testing 
I j Integration I 
Documentation I ' .. I I J ,. 
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1.6 SUMMARY 
Alier the project objectives and scope arc "ell undcrsto ct.' m@ researches have to be 
carried 011t lo ensure the s stem run smoothlv 
related lo this project 
L'Xt chapter considers some literatures 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE R~VlliW 
Development of a reliable and consist nt .. )U · rn, required detailed research as well as 
careful planning. To ensure deep understanding of the system that is to be developed, 
extensive research was conducted in several areas through library, Internet and Bilik 
Dokurnen FSKTM. 
In the process of developing Sales Force Automation System (SFA), researches have 
been done to understand various new concepts of SF A. A research bas been carried out to 
compare the current existing system with the SF A, which will be developed. Some sites 
related to SFA were also observed and analyzed in this project. Additionally, studies in 
this project involved the fields of Lntemetflntranet, World Wide Web (WWW) and W .b 
based application components. Researches also have been done to understand th 
client/server concepts and architecture. 
2.11. BACKGROUND SURVEY 
In this section, a research ha been carried out to compare the current web-based SF A 
sy tern with the system r want to develop. These were measured from . everal criteria 
such as cost, storage, human intervention, efficiency and s on. bscrvarion al bein 
conducted on the web sites that: also implied the similar system. A part from that, nev 
approach of SF A will also be di cussed . 
A Survey on Existing Web-based System 
The existin web-ba ed sy tern i nearly the rune. It al implemented accordin ' t tw 
major goals. The primary goal is to build the component in the ales rcpresenrati Area 
Planning module. The comp nents to b built arc lik • all r ·p rt, N n- ,all rep rt. 
Sample M vcment u tomer Information ornpany Informari n and Produ t 
lnformnuon. 1 he · · ondury g nJ i' t build the compon .nts in the Admini trsti n 
modul . The omp nents to be built are the ame o fir. t modul but add tw m re - 
Add ~dit, Delete Admini.strotor, User and Product. 
7 
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New Approach 
New features are needed to be added to support and improve the interaction between 
sales persons and administrator in the company. 
• User friendliness 
Developed SF A System offers much simpler and easter way to record all the 
necessities info whenever sales persons. 
• Effectiveness 
They can record down whatever needed at any place and time. 
• Security 
Only authority persons are allowed to login the system and access the data. 
• Accuracy 
Developed SFA System can process the records more accurately. 
2.12. INTERNET AND INTRANET 
Internet 
The Internet, sometimes called simply "the Net," is a worldwide system of comput r 
networks - a network of networks in which user at any one computer can, if the ha 
permission, get infonnation from any other computer (and sometime talk directJ t 
users at other computer ) . It wa conceived by die Advanced Re earch Projects A n 
(ARPA) of the U.S. government in 1969 and was first known as the Ad n d Re. a h 
~~~~:.xu;llU.-Zi::.J•u.".:.'i.t.i''.!.l."· The ori nnal aim was to create a network that would a.LI w 
users of a research computer at one university to be able to "talk to" re earch rnput rs 
at ther universities. A side benefit of ARPANet' de i n wa tJ1at, be au 
could be routed or rerouted in more than one direction, the network uld onnnu 
function ven if ports of it were destroyed in the event f a milita atta k r th r 
disaster. 
Today, the Internet is a public, cooperative, and self-sustainin facility accessible to 
hundreds of millions of people worldwide. Physically, the Internet u es a portion of the 
total resources of 010 currently oxi ting public telecommunication network . chnically, 
8 
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what distin iuishes the Internet is jg us of Ge1 ootl~d TCP/IP (for 
Transmission ontrol Proto ol/lnt 1). we r~ @flt ~~aptations of Internet 
technology, the intrnnet and the use of the TCP/IP protocol. 
For many Internet u ers, ele troni mail ( -mail) has practically replaced the Postal 
Service for short written transactions. Electronic mail is the most widely used application 
on the Net. You can also carry on live "conversations" with other computer users, using 
Internet Relay Chat (.]RC). More recently, Internet telephony hardware and software 
allows real-time voice conversations. 
Using the Web, you have access to millions of pages of information. Web browsing (see 
suct) is done with a Web browser, the most popular of which are Netscape Navigator and 
Microsoft Internet Explorer. The appearance of a particular Web site may vary sli rhtl 
depending on the browser you use. Also, later versions of a particular browser arc able t 
render more "bells and whistles" such as animation, virtual reality, sound and musi 
files than earlier versions. 
Intranet 
An intranet is a private ne ork that is contained within an ente rise. It may con ist of 
many interlinked local area networks and also u e leased lines in the wide area nerw rk. 
Typically, an intranct includes connections through one or more gateway computers to 
the outside Internet. The main purpo e of an intranet i to share company informati n and 
computing resources among employee . An intranet can also be used to facilitate workin 
in groups and for teleconferences. 
An intraner uses TCP/JP, Hypertext Transfer Protocol, and other Internet protocols and in 
general look like a private version of the lnternet. With , c mpanies an end 
private messages throu th the public network, usin 1 the public nerw rk with pecial 
encryption/decryption and other security safeguards to connect ne part f their intranet 
to another. 
Typically, lar r cntorprisos allow users within their Intranet to acce the pub Ii I ntem t 
that 
company securiry is mnfr1taincd. When part of an intranet i made acce ible to 
9 
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':.~ft becomes part of 
an cxtrn nct. 
2.13. ABOUT WWW 
A major reason for the accelerated growth of the Internet in the last few years is the 
World-Wide Web, a simple yet ingenious system that allows users to interact with 
documents stored on computers across the Internet as if they were parts of a single 
hypertext. 
The Web began in 1992 at CERN, the European Laboratory for Particle Physics, as a 
means of distributing and annotating scientific research. Technical standards are now 
defined by the World-Wide Web Consortium. The creators of the web specified three sets 
of rules for creating, publishing, and finding documents: 
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) 
Web documents are ordinary text files that can be created with any word pr ce .. in 
program. They include tags that control their appearance. For example, the b ldfa , 
above is achieved with these tags: 
Tags can also define a word or phrase as a link. Selecting a link lets the user go to an tJ\ r 
document (or to another section of the same document). HTML documents (often called 
"pages") can also include color graphics, animation , and digitized audio or video. U e 
need a web browser program (f r example, Net cape Navigator r Micro ft Intern t 
Explorer) to view web pages. 
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) 
Users of the web retrieve documents from servers (or "web ites"). HTI'P all a 
networked computer to listen for and re pond to incornin • reque t f r file "hit " . 
Simple and reliable HTl'P is oflen 11 more co I-effective lution than traditi nal pap r 
publi hin . 
10 
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URL (Uniform Resource Locator) 
A URL is the Internet addrc: s f r a w eb d 
this: 
trpi@~1 URL looks Like 
Web users can retrieve documents either by manually entering URLs or by selecting links 
that contain a URL. Later in this tutorial, lJRLs are discussed in more detail. 
The web grew tremendously in popularity after the release of a free browser program, 
Mosaic, by the University of Ulinois' National Center for Supercomputing Applications. 
NCSA Mosaic provided an easy-to-use, graphical interface to the web that behaved the 
same on UNIX, Macintosh, and Windows computers. When Mosaic was released in the 
spring of 1993, there were about 130 web sites on the lntemet. By November 1994 this 
number had increased to more than I 0,000. 
While other browser programs such as Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer arc now 
more widely used, NCSA Mosaic has been a critical factor in the b"l.);'-l;uu....lolJ....J;Mllt.....l:.u.i;u.u... 
Wide Web. 
2.14. WEB SECURITY ISSUES 
The most important factor that delays the Internet adoption is connected with the ecurit 
Here, security includes hacker incidents, computer viruses, online theft and the breaking 
of encryption schemas. The 1r win trend t wards connecting WWW erv r ,, ith 
corporate database raises security concerns. 
Security on the web involves both client and the server. urrently mo t of the W b 
security technology is focused on solving the four immediate problems as below: 
Encryption 
Encryption is an important tool in c mputer security. Users mu t understand that 
encryption does n t solv all computer security problem . urth rm re if n rypt·i n i 
not used properly it may have some side effect on the performance of entire s tern. 
However w ak encryption may even be worse as it ive an unwarranted en e of 
soourity. Therefore, it is important to know the situanon in which encrypti n is useful and 
to u. it fTici ntly. 
11 
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Authentication 
As in computing, it is not that s .ur wh re any .· 1p ~fl .· u t att~mpt to login to a 
computer system. The mo I common authenti ation me hanism is a password, in which 
only the authorized users know the k y. Howe er, although this seems to be a secure 
system, but due to some unethical behavior of humans leads to its quality degradation. 
Firewalls 
A firewall is a gatekeeper computer that sits in between the Internet and the network. It 
protects the private network by filtering traffic to and from the Internet based on the 
defined policies. Firewalls are used to define who can get on to the network and when 
ones' can get to access it. A firewall typically provides two network interfaces. One of it 
connects to the internal protected network, and the other connects to the external 
unprotected network. 
Non-repudiation 
This means, uncontestable proof that a document or message was really originall • 
originated by oneself. As for this security problem, it requires some unforgeable 
electronic signature that can be used in a court of law. 
Security Protocol 
Currently, the Web supports two security protocols, which are Netscape's ecure ocket 
Layer (SSL) and EIT's Secure HTTP (S-HTI'P). SSL is important because most popular 
browser on the Web supports it, which is Netscape Navigator. 
As for, S-HTTP, it is a more complete solution where pry Mo aic and N A upport it 
Mosaic browser as well as other Mosaic clones. In many ways, the S and -HTTP 
protocols complement each other. Both of it, support public key encrypti n t en rypt 
data authenticate users, and to provide non-repudiation via electronic ignatures, 
However, mo t servers will end up, upport.ins both pr toe L. 
12 
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2.15. CLIENT I SERVER ARCHITECTUR~ 
licnt/Servcr computing i. a urr ntly atrra tin th mo!:1·t i!'1't@!'~§t among management 
information system professionals. Th popularit of this approach is due to its ability to 
allow companies to selectively c ntraliz and d centralize certain key operations. Thus, 
users can view client/server computing as a cross between the timesharing method (which 
emphasized centralized computing) and distributed processing (which emphasized 
decentralized computing). In client/server computing, the various application available in 
the network are shared by several clients and one or more host computers (or servers). 
Clients obtain access to the network by means of desktop computer. The server, which 
can be a microcomputer, minicomputer or mainframe, provide control for the entire 
network. 
Many definitions of this architecture exist ranging from an access application with a 
share database to an all-encompassin 1 tran action procc: sin 1 system across mulripl 
platforms and databases. Throughout all the permutation and combination, some major 
themes remain consistent. 
Request I Provider Relationship 
The client and the server have well-defined rules, the client requesting a service and t11 
server fulfilling the service requester. 
Message-based 
The communication between the client and server is a well-defined set of the mies that 
govern all communication - a set of transaction that die client sends to be proces ed. 
Platform Independence 
Due to the clearly defined roles and messa te-based communication the erver and 
service provider is rospon ible for fulfillin 1 the request and returnin th re u ted 
information (or ·ompletion code) to Ule client .. Tho incomina transacti n can be f rm a 
window client, rm 12 machine, or a web browser. 
13 
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Dynamic Routing 
The client can send a tran: action to a s rvi pr vide and h~w~ the request fulfilled 
without having to be aware of the rv r that ultimate! fulfill the request. A database 
server, a mid-range data update or a mainframe transaction might satisfy the data or 
transaction. 
Two-tier Client/Server 
2-tier architectures consist of three components distributed in two layers: client and 
server. The three components are User System Interface (such a session, text input 
dialog and display management services), Processing Management (such as process 
development, process enactment, process monitoring and process resource services), and 
Database Management (such as data and file services). 
The 2-tier design allocates the user system interface exclusively to the client. It places 
database management on the server and splits the processing mana rerncnt between Ii nt 
and server, creating two layers. In general, the user system interface client invok . 
services from the database management server. In many 2-tier designs, most of tJ1 
application portion of processing is in the client environment. The database management 
server usua1ly provides the portion of the processing related to accessing data ( ften 
implemented in store procedures). Clients commonly communicate with the erver 
through QL statements or a call-level interface. It hould be noted that c nne ti ·ty 
between tiers can be dynamically change depending upon the user's request for data and 
services. 
The flexibility and usability to provide a customized user system interface make 2-tier 
architecture more suitable to be u ed in non-complex, n a-time critical inf rmati n 
processing system. Anyway 3-tier client/server has become another popular alternati • 
of sy tern architecture in developing more complex applicati ns. 
Three-tier Client/Server 
3-ticr distributed cliom/servor architectere includes a user ystem interface top tier where 
user s rvic s rcsid . Tho middle tier provide the proce s mana ernent rvi e that ar 
showed by multiple applicatiou. The third tier provide database management 
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functionality and is dedicated 10 data and fil s se1'\~., f, a. eat, b@ @ptimizes without 
usin > any proprietary databa ' ma nag m · nt syst m la.nm!ag s. The data management 
component ensures that the data i con. ist nt throughout the distributed environment 
through the use of feature such as data locking, consistency and replication. It should be 
noted that connectivity between tiers can be dynamically change depending upon the 
user's request for data and services. 
The middle tier server, which is referred to as the application server Improve 
performance, flexibility, maintainability, reusability and scalability by centralizing 
process logic. Centralized process logic modes administration and change management 
easier by locaJizing system functionality so that changes must onJy be written once and 
placed on the middle- tier server to be available throughout the system. With other 
architectural design, such as 2-tier architecture, a change to a funcriom' crvicc) would 
need to be written into every application. Therefore, the adoption of 3-ticr architecture 
will make RRS easier to develop. 
The 3-tier architecture is more scalable than 2-tier architecture. The 3-t.ier archite turc 
can accommodate hundreds of users but only 100 users can be accommodated by 2-t·ier. 
Therefore, the high scalability of 3-tier reaJly makes sense in the case of RRS where it 
may access by a large number of users concurrently. In fact in our ever-chan zin 1 
business environment, scalabiLity and maintainability of a system are the primary 
concerns. 
2.16. APPLICATION PLATFORM 
Unix 
Unix is an operating system first created by Ken Thompson and Denni, Rit hie at Bell 
Laboratories in the 1960s. It i an increa in ly popular operatin ni: is 
currently available on personal computer instead of used on minicomput r and 
workstations in tho ocodemic community traditionally. M re ver th busine _ 
·ommunit hos start d to choose Unix fi r it openne: . nix, like ther peraring 
systems, is a layer between the hardware and the applicati n s that that run on the 
computer. Uni on ·I ts of the following three section : 
• cheduler - is a special pro. ram that allows more than one user to use a mputer 
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system at one time. It shares cornput 
umc-sharin •. 
• Unix Shell -- is the command interpreter, on rts the commands user type in at 
computer or terminal into the language" it understands and runs the commands. 
• File System -- is a collection of files put into various directories. 
Linux 
Linux is a UNIX-like operating system that was designed to provide personal computer 
users a free or very low-cost operating system comparable to traditional and usually more 
expensive UNIX systems. Linux has a reputation as a very efficient and fast-performing 
system. Linux's kernel -the central part of the operating system) was developed by I inns 
Torvalds at the University of Helsinki in Finland. To complete the operating s .. tern, 
Torvalds and other team members made use of system components developed b 
members of the Free Software Foundation for the GNU project. 
Linux is a remarkably complete operating system, including a graphical user interfa , an 
X Window System, TCP/IP, the Emacs editor, and other components usually found in a 
comprehensive UNIX system. Although copyrights are held by various creator f 
Linux's components, Linux is distributed using the Free Software Foundation's c p left 
stipulations that mean any modified version that is redi tributed must. in tum be fr el 1 
available. 
Unlike Windows and other proprietary systems, Linux is publicly open and extendible b 
contributors. Because it conforms to the Portable Operating System Interface standard 
user and programmin , interfaces, developers can write programs that can be ported to 
other operating systems. Linux comes in ver ions for all the major mi r pr e: r 
platforms includinn the Intel, PowerP , Spare, and Alpha platforms. Ifs als available on 
IBM's /390. Linux is di tributed commercially by a number of companie . 
Linux is sometimes . u ested as a po!:i ible publicly-developed altemative 1 the deskt p 
predominan · of Microsoft Wind ws. Althou h Linux is popular am na u rs alread 1 
familiar with NIX it remains far behind Windows i11 numbers of users. [whatis.corn]. 
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Windows NT 
Windows NT is a Microsoft Windows p rsonal .ornputar op@ft!ting system designed for 
user and businesse needing ad van d apabiliry. NT's technology is the base for the 
Microsoft successor operating sy tern, Windows 2000. Windows NT (which may 
originally have stood for "New Technology," although Microsoft doesn't say) is actually 
two products: Microsoft NT Workstation and Microsoft NT Server. The Workstation is 
designed for users, especially business users, who need faster performance and a system a 
little more fail-safe than Windows 95 and Windows 98. The Server is designed for 
business machines that need to provide services for network-attached computers. The 
Server is required, together with an lntemet server such as Microsoft's fntemet 
Information Server (llS), for a Windows system that plans to serve Web pages. 
Windows NT Workstation: Microsoft says that 32-bit applications will run 20% faster 
on this system than on Windows 95 (assuming both have 32 megabytes of RAM). in 
older 16-bit applications run in a separate address space, one can crash without crashing 
other applications or the operating system. ecurity and management feature not 
available on Windows 95 are provided. 
Windows NT Server: The NT erver is probably the second most in talled nerw rk 
server operating system after Novell's NetWare operating sy tem. Microsoft claim that 
its NT servers are beginning to replace both NetWare and the various NJ -ba d 
systems such as those of Sw1 Microsystems and Hewlett-Packard. NT Server 5.0. 
essentially became what was renamed Windows 2000. [whati .com] 
Advantages : 
• improved windows NT dia nostics tool allows for easy examination of the stem 
include mformati u on device driver information network u age and t rn 
resource's such us LR DMA und I addres •',all presented in a easy-to-vi v 
'apbioal tool. 
• Syst ·m policy editor and user profiles of windows NT allow sy tern admini trat rs to 
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manage and maintain users' de. kt ops in a onsi!;\l=nt !~' , .:: § &'t@m policies are used 
for the standardization of d . kt p nfiaurations ~nd eenrrol the user work 
environments and action .. 
• The task manager of Windows NT is an integrated tool for monitoring applications 
and tasks, and reports key performance metrics of the Windows NT system. It 
provides information on each application and process that are running on the 
workstation, as well as memory and CPU usage. 
• Point-to-point tunneling protocol (PPTP) of Windows NT provides a way to use 
public data networks, such as the internet, to create a virtual private network, 
connecting client PCs with servers. PPTP offers protocol encapsulation to support 
multiple protocol via TCP!fP connections and data encryption. 
Windows 2000 
Windows 2000 (W2K) is the latest commercial version of Microsoft's evolving Window. 
operating system. Previously called Window NT 5 .0, Microsoft emphasize. that 
Windows 2000 is evolutionary and "Built on NT Technology." Window 2000 
designed to appeal to small business and professional users as well as to the m re 
technical and larger business market for which the NT was designed. For many Windows 
95 and Windows 98 users, Window 2000 may be regarded as a step t take when 
purchasing their next computer. 
The Windows 2000 product line con i ts of four products: 
Windows 2000 Professional, aimed at individual and businesses of all size . It include 
security and mobile use enhancements. It i the most economical ch ice. 
Windows 2000 rver aimed at small-to-medium size busine cs. It can functi n a a 
Web server and/or a work roup (or branch office) server. It can be part fa tw -way 
s mrnotrio muluprocessin ·ystcm. NT 4.0 server can be up aded t thi erv r. 
Window 1000 Advanced rv r, aimed at bein • a netw rk operating sy tem server 
and/or on applioution server, including those involving lar re datab e . This erver 
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facilitates clustering and load-balan ·ing. NT 4 .0 s f\ l~ 
up iradc lo this product. 
Windows 2000 Datacenter Server, designed for large data warehouses, online 
transaction processing (OL TP), econometric analysis, and other applications requiring 
high-speed computation and large databases. The Datacenter Server supports up to 16- 
way SMP and up to 64 gigabyte of physical memory. 
Windows 2000 is reported to be more stable (less apt to crash) than Windows 98/NT 
systems. A significant new feature is Microsoft's Active Directory, which, among other 
capabilities, enables a company to set up virtual private networks, to encrypt data locally 
or on the network, and to give users access to shared files in a consistent way from any 
network computer. [ whatis.corn] 
2.17. WEB SERVER 
Internet Information Service 4.0 (/IS) 
Internet Information Server 4.0 supports multiple web server scenarios, ranging fr m 
simple web sites on an Intranet to large Internet Service Provider (ISP) web hostin 
farms. It provides a transactional-based web server that is tightly integrated ' ith 
Windows NT operating system and also a number of components that make it easier t 
build dynamic web ite , manage content and analyse usage. (24] 
Advantages of HS 4.0 
The advantages of ITS can be divided into two categories, which are : - 
• The advance in HTTP-related service areas : 
The advancements in the http services area enable II S to mana - e rnultipl • web 
sues, tailor site or application specific settin - . The index erver 2.0 t.hat e ed b 
JI 4 .0 enabl es web clients with any browser t earch a web it b fillin in th 
field of an HTML query form. 
• Tho udditionol functionality in mana in • and developin application functionality : 
It olso provides such edvancemcnts for U1e application development side such as 
tnmsactionnl-bascd applications. proces isolati ns, ecure ockets la er SL 
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support, Active Data Object (/\DO) and W'\ d~\'11:i'l l''' e ~·l !' ,k For example, the 
certificate server which i .. a high} ust mizable §@f""\l~f ~~pli~~tion for managing 
the issuance, revocation and renewal of digital certificates can help the 
organizations to perform authentication on a corporate Intranet or across the 
Internet. 
Benefits provided 
• Furthermore, there is a Site Server Express that includes site analysis, usage analysis 
and publishing capabilities, enables the administrator to analyze log file data, crawl a 
web site to map content and check for broken links and easily publish content from 
browser to US server. 
• llS provides a high-speed, secure platform for publishing information on internal 
networks or Internet. 
• The server is specifically designed to provide the kind of performance that L 
necessary for handling an increased number of web users. It is also designed to m 
the requirement of the users who are connected with high-speed lines, such as ISDN 
and leased line. 
• The transaction ASP features of HS also allows application with script add 
components to perform multiple actions. -or example, a failure occur durin a 
particular tran action, IJS automatically back up the server to the start f the 
transaction, allowing the user to recover from failure without any loss of data. 
2.18. DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
Analysis was done to determine the most. appropriate database rnana m nt . st m 
(DBMS) for storm 1 and mana In ' the require datu. In order to choose a reliabh databas 
the database must be able to en sure the safety and security of the data. Th databa · i at 
the core of all mission-critical bu mess application . hoosin the wr n databa e can 
have drosti downstream results. 
election was based on the considcrution for usability and effectiveness in the context of 
r s platform deplo in , stora e pace required and die portability of the re rd . 
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Microsoft Access 2000 
One of the easiest ways of creating a database is by using Microsoft Access. This is 
because it has an easy menu driven interface that lets the user issue commands without an 
in depth understandings of Access. At its most basic level, Access can be used to develop 
simple personal Database Management System. 
Access is an excellent platform for developing an application that will run a small 
business. Its wizards allow developers to quickly and easily build the foundation of 
application. The ability to build code modules allow developers to create code libraries of 
reusable functions and the ability to add code behind forms and reports allow them to 
create powerful custom forms and reports. (Balter, 1996) 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
SQL Server is an ideal database engine for powering web sites. Throu rh tight· integration 
with Internet Information Server, SQL Server can be queried and update via popular Web 
browser. SQL Server's native ODBC lets it inter-operate smoothly with the Internet 
Database Connector interface included with lnternet Information Server. 
Microsoft SQL Server maintains referential integrity and security, and ensure that 
operation can be recovered in the event of numerous types of failure. SQL Server can 
control tJ1e access for the type of info that can be retrieved by the user. 
SQL Server support internet database integration. It allows the user to automate tJ1 
publishing of database information in HTML documents. It allows us to build active web 
sites and let us conduct processes on the internet. When combining with IIS and the SQL 
Server Internet onnector, it give user the complete internet databa publi hin 1 
capabilities. 
Oracle 
Oracle is U10 first software company to develop and deploy I 00 percent internet - enabled 
enterprise software across its entire product line : database. server, enterprise business 
application application development and decision support tool . 
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Oracle is the most - 11 eel relational database in th~ ' f' : §@@~m~e of Oracle's 
popularity, most database appli ations that are sold am 1 uH t@ work with Oracle, no 
matter which other databases they _ upport. N arly all "enterprise class" software has 
Oracle support built in, and Oracle ha. as good a reputation for scalability and stability as 
anyone in the database market. 
Each distinct Oracle database referred to as an instance. The instance is the actual server 
process running on a computer. Each instances can support multiple users, schemas, and 
even databases. Applications generally communicate with an Oracle database using 
SQL •NET, a product that allows two computers running Oracle software to communicate 
with one another. 
One of Oracle's main -advantages is that its database runs on many platforms, and more 
importantly, the platform on which the databases is running is transparent to application 
that communicate with the database server. Oracle takes care of all the data st ra • i .. u 
and also communicates with applications u ing standard protocols over a network. As 
long as the underlying operating system supports the appropriate protocol, racle is abl 
to use it to communicate with applications running on other servers. 
However, the bottom line of Oracle is that it is extremely expensive - at least in 
comparison to moderately priced products such as Microsoft SQL Server. Oracle also 
utilizes a Byzantine pricing structure along the lines of those that most enterpris 
application vendors have adopted, so it is impossible to discuss how much Oracle will 
cost. 
2.19. MICROSOFT DATA ACCESSS TECHNOLOGY 
There are many types of Microsoft's Data Access Technologie . There are VB Q 
Open Databa e onnectivity (ODB ) Data Access Object Remote Data bje t (R 
AvtixeX Data Object (ADO) and OL ~-DB. 
OLE DB 
OLE DB is Microsofl's strategic low-level application program interface for access to 
diffe nt darn sources. LB DB is 11 sot of interfaces that are de igned to provide data 
access to all data, re .. ardtess of type, format or location. Jt eff ectively "componentizes" 
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database and related data process m 1 fun ~11 nality, !nt© interoperable 
components that can run as middle' ar on th nt , r ~~ft;®!' iflf©~~ a wide variety of 
applications. The OLE DB architecture provides for components such as direct data 
access interfaces, query engines, cursor engines, optimizers, business rules and 
transaction managers. 
OLE DB includes not only the Structured Query Language capabilities of the Microsoft- 
sponsored standard data interface Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) but also includes 
access to data other than SQL data. 
As a design from Microsoft's Component Object Model , OLE DB is a set of method(i.n 
earlier days, these might have been called routines) for reading and writing data. The 
object in OLE DB consist mainly of a data source object, a session object a command 
object, and a rowset object. An application using OLE DB would use this rcque: t 
sequence: 
Initialize OLE 
2 Connect to a data source 
3 Issue a command 
4 Process the results 
5 Release the data source object and uninitial.ize OLE 
OLE once stood for "Object Link Embedding and "DB" for databa e. H we r 
Microsoft no longer ascribe these meanings to the letters "OLE" and "DB". 
Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) 
ODBC is a method that used by visual basic to communicate with client/server database . 
ODB is a Windows technology that lets a databa e client applicati n c nne t t a 
remote database. Residing on client-side computers, ODB seek to make every 
relational data ource ieneric from U1e viewpoint of the client application. 
DB is composed of three parts: 
• A driver manager 
• One or more drivers 
• ne or more datn sources 
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It is a component of Microsoft's Windows )pen ~t~ 1 ,r-eH!@~'llif~ (WOSA). It 
provides a set of application program iruerfa (API) fun es don whi@h makes it easier for 
developers to connect to a wide rang of database formats that is it supports SQL. 
Developers can access a number of PC databases using ODBC. ODBC is based on the 
X/Open Call-Level Interface and uses SQL. During the run time, ODBC driver will 
communicate with other drivers and through a standard interface called Service Provider 
lnterface (SP[). It is a network independent technology because it employs replaceable 
network libraries. 
However, the biggest downside to ODBC is that it must be able to support the capability 
to translate calls. This means that additional processing overhead can slow the data access 
bit 
ODBC And Its Relationship To OLE DB 
So what is the relationship between ODBC and OLE B? ODB has become the d. 
facto standard for standards-based client/server database access. ODB provides a 
standards-based interface that requires SQL processing capabilities and is, in fa t 
optimized for that SQL-based approach. Literally millions of applications, from busine 
intelligence packages to custom developed transactional applications rely on ODB f r 
standards-based access. 
OLE DB builds upon the succe s of ODBC, but extends it to a component architecture 
that delivers higher level data-access interface providing consistent acce s to QL n n- 
SQL and eventually unstructured data sources across the enterprise and the Internet. In 
fact, for access to SQL-based data, OLE DB still uses ODBC, as it is the most optimized 
architecture for that area. 
ln addition, MERANT provides lightwei tht bridge technology that allows exi ting 
ODB applications to u c L. B Provider . This fundamental inter perabilit 
architecture allows both cxistin · DB applications to acce s data fr m previ u ly 
unevailnblc datn via • I B and new OLE B applications to acce . exi tin B 
data accelerutina time to market and preserving existing investments. 
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2.20. DATA ACCESS OBJECT LIBRAR/E~ 
ActiveX Data Object (ADO) 
ActiveX Data Object (ADO) is introduc d as the primary means of building data-driven 
Web applications. Since then, ADO has become the standard API developers use to work 
with databases for applications built with Microsoft tools and technologies. 
The ADO objects provide you with the fastest, easiest and most productive means for 
accessing all kinds of data sources. The AOO model strives to expose everything that the 
underlying data provider can do, while still adding value by giving you shortcuts for 
common operations. 
ADO is Microsoft's strategic, high-level interface to all kinds of data. ADO provides 
consistent, high-performance access to data, whether you're creating a front-end database 
client or middle-tier business object using an application, tool, language, or even an 
Internet browser. ADO is the single data interface you need to know for 1- to n-ti r 
client/server and Web-based data-driven solution development. 
ADO is designed as an easy-to-use application level interface to Microsoft's newest and 
most powerful data access paradigm? OLE DB. OLE DB provides high-performance 
access to any data source, including relational and non-relational databases, email and file 
systems, text and graphics, custom business objects, and more. ADO is implemented with 
a small footprint, minimal network traffic in key Internet scenarios, and a minimal 
number of layers between the front-end and data source-all to provide a lightweight 
high-performance interface. ADO is ea y to use because it is called using a familiar 
metaphor - the OLE Automation interface, available from just about any tool and 
language on the market today. And since ADO was designed to combine the be t fearur 
of, and eventually replace Remote Data Objects (RDO) and Data Access bjects (DA ) 
it uses similar conventions with simplified semantics to make it ea y t learn f r t da 1' 
developers. 
3.1 WEB LANGUAGES AND TECHNOLOGIES 
Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) 
HTML is a layout languag», It contains commands that, like a word processor, tell the 
compur r- in n very loose sons what tho content of the document i . U in HTML , 
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we can tell the computer that a certain docum · nt 'Ontafr, . " ~-~ ~ bulleted list, a 
table, or (In image. The HTML rendering cngin is respon~ibl~ f1,r cli~pl~ying the text and 
images on the screen. The difference between HTML and word processor is that word 
processors work with proprietary formats, therefore one word processor cannot directly 
read another word processor's file format-they usually need a special program, called 
an import/export filter, to translate one file format to another. [30] 
In contrast, HTML is an open, worldwide standard. If you create a file using the 
commands available in version 3.2 or earlier, it will display on almost any computer with 
any operating system-anywhere in the world. 
Why HTML is important 
• Until HTML, it wan not so easy to create screens full of information that anyone 
could read. The only way to display information is to write a pro tram or using a 
presentation like Power Point. In this way, the constraint occurs when the output is 
onJy available to people using the same operating system and the same program- 
usually those with the same version of the program. 
• It provides millions of people with access to information online that they could not or 
would not have seen any other way. 
• HTML is the first easy method for non-programmer to display text and image on- 
screen without limiting the audience to those who own or have access to the sam 
program (or a viewer) that the author used to create the content. 
• In addition, browsers are universal content viewers and HTML is the universal file 
format which help universalizing the display of any output of information. 
The limitations of HTML 
Despite HTML's popularity, availability and the fact that it i · a univer al file f nnat 
HTML has several considered serious limitations as a way to create tructured 
documents, as a layot t Ian ua e and as a file format, 
• Plain HTML has no way to specify the exact. position of content on a page, either 
horiz ntally, vertically, or alon the z-axis, which controls the layers in which objects 
appear, 
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• 1 ITML is not a programming Ian ruag , thus it has no ('i~· i : .:H· a' ·!:JP eapabilities. 
• I ITMI, is a fixed language. There for th limited conun~11cl ~l fcm~~s developers to 
build proprietary extensions to perform more ad anced functions. 
Common Gateway Interface (CG/) 
• Gateway is a software program used to connect networks using different protocols so 
that they transfer data between the two. Before transferring, the program converts the 
data into a protocol-compatible form. 
• CGI is a standard for managing the interface between Web servers and the server 
software. It converts data from the Internet format into the format used by the 
operating system, e.g., UNIX or Windows. 
• CGI scripts are programs which are capable to manipulate text and communicate with 
other software. Usually these arc written in C, 
Perl. 
• The shortcomings of CGJ: (1) CGI overhead slows down processmg; (2) the 
, Java, and most frcqucntl 1, in 
appropriate languages are difficult. to learn. 
Active Server Pages 3.0 
ASP is a server-side technology, which also means that it is processed on the web server 
to generate HTML, while pure HTML i proces ed solely on the browser. It i definite! 
undeniable that applying server-side language has many advantages, which can hardly be 
found in most client-side languages. [7) 
ASP is found more effective in comparison with CGI and other programming languages. 
Beside , there i no additional software required for this approach. VB cript that pla 
the role of ASP default scripting language is fast and portable interpretation. 
ASP has several major advanta res ver most other Web application d cl pm nt 
languages or environments especially for internet development. 
Why ASP'! 
Below are the tremendous advantages of ASP itself : 
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• ASP code resides in text files thnt ar kn wn tc lt~ e s ·~ modify, even after 
deployment. Thus, it makes capable for developers to fix a problem remotely just by 
using a text editor.f3 I] 
• ASP code is server-safe. This is due to the fact that ASP code runs only in a limited 
space, which means that you cannot natively read or write binary files with ASP. 
• ASP code times out. US (Internet lnfonnation Server) stops executing ASP pages 
after 90 seconds by default. Therefore, if you accidentally write an endless loop, you 
won't tie up the server beyond the timeout interval. 
• ASP applications are usually small because all the DLLs are already instalJed on the 
server, you need onJy deliver the code files, images and support files to make an ASP 
application runs. (71 
The advantages of ASP over HTML 
HTML is a simple and flexible formatting and layout language, but it has n 
programming constructs. Jn another words, if it is to display static text' and ima ie 
HTML is simply perfect. But if it is to display content that changes often, or if you need 
to display content tailored for individuals, HTML is lacking. This is because HTML lacks 
any decision-making capability. [ 16] 
Java Server Page (JSP) 
Java Server Pages is simply an HTML web page that contains additional bits of c de that 
execute application logic to generate dynamic content. This application logic may involve 
Java Bean, JDBC objects, nterprise Java Bean (EJB), and emote Method Invocation 
(RMI} objects, all of which can be easily accessed from a JSP pa re. F r in tan e, a J P 
pa re may contain HTML cod dull displays static text and rraphics, a. well as method call 
to a JOB object that accesses a database. When the pa e is displayed in a u er- 
browser it will contain both the static J I'FMl, content, and the d narnic inf rmation 
retrieved from the detabese. 
Java Server Pu 'OS technolo •y allows web developers to easily develop and maintain 
dynamie web po es that leverage existin bu iness system . As apart of the Java 
teohnology family, JSP enables rapid development of web-based application that are 
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platform-independent. .ISP separates user int rfa ·" fft}l':'l .,.@t·te"t ~~n~rntion, enabling 
designers to change the overall pag layout v ithout altering the underlying dynamic 
content. Therefore, it allows developers to create flexible code that can easily be updated 
and reused. Due to the fact that JSP pages are automatically compiled as needed, web 
authors can make changes to presentation code without recompiling application logic. 
This makes JSP a more flexible method of generating dynamic web content than Java 
servlets. 
Why ASP Instead of JSP? 
Although JSP seems to have abundant of advantages over many other web languages it 
still does not make its best solution for the Java platform, Certain parts of the JSP 
weaknesses has been revealed and analysed as follow. 
• Need a compiler 
JSP requires a Java compiler. The problem with the Java compiler is that it 
generally not cross-platform and are not much help to a pure-Java web server. 
However, JSP itself has a pre-compile option that can help to solve the problem 
although it is still not a powerful solution. 
• Java code is too tempting 
JSP makes it tempting to put Java code in the web page, even though it i 
considered a bad design. Ju t as Java improves on C++ by removing the ability t 
use global variables and multiple inheritance, so do template engines improve on 
JSP removing the ability to put raw code in the page. 
• Lousy looping 
Looping in JSP is difficult. 
• Even simple tasks are hard 
Doing even a quite simple task such as header and foot.er includes are difficult. 
• Wasted space 
J P consumes extra hard drive space and extra memory spacc.. or every SOK JSP 
file on tJ1e server, there require a corresponding larger than SOK class file to be 
created. This essentially doubles the hard drive requirements to store JSP pages. 
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In addition, each JSP class file data nm. t b l~~i~i-,,6 ·i~ , tli@ §§r,ver's memory, 
meaning the server may eventually . t r th" ntire JSP d@ernnent tree in memory. 
• Useless error messages 
JSP syntax errors can cause odd and useless error messages. his is due to the fact 
that the page is transformed into a servlets and then compiled. Good JSP tool can 
help narrow down errors to likely syntax error locations, but even the best tool 
will probably have problems making all error messages meaningful. 
Some errors will just be impossible for tools to diagnose, due to the 
transformation. [23) 
2.21. WEB APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT TOOL 
Microsoft Visual lnterDev 6.0 
Microsoft Visual lnterdev 6.0 empowers web applications developers lo rapidly build 
fully interactive, dynamic web sites. It is actuaJly categorized into components, the client- 
side and server-side components.[19] 
The client component is further separated into 4 modules : the Visual Jnterdev lient, th 
Image Composer, the Music Producer and the Media Manager. The Visual lnterdcv IDE 
is the actual development environment used to create ASP and it also includes the HTML 
Layout editor which assist in placing and layering Active controls. TI1e Image ompo er 
Music Producer and Media Manager are utilities that help to create multimedia a pect 
integrate with web sites. 
The serve-side components consist of the Personal Web Server, ASP and FrontPage 
extension. The Personal Web Server enables developers to install an HTTP server nan 
Windows 95 machine that gives the ability to create and te t ASP on any machine 
without having to rely on installinz the NT server. The A P component installs the 
Active Server en nne that. is responsible for processing Active Server cript n th HTf P 
server. The l,rontPu e extensions are used to establish the communication link between 
the requesun] client development tool and OH~ web server. 
Visutd lnterdev fully support both client and server side scripting. This means that you 
can write pro mm· that run either on tJ1e erver or on the user's web bro er. For 
scripting langua es, it supports both VBScript and Jscript (Java cript). 
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The Visual lnterdev extensions add to the FrontPfig @~·ti§ .. ·©!L th~ capabilities to 
support ASP. With ASP, you can writ . ripts that e 'eCui~ @·11 th~ server and directly 
reference Active X server components, such as connecting to database via ADO. 
Benefits of Microsoft Visual InterDev 6.0 
• It is a rapid end-to-end web application development tool. It allows professional 
developers to design, build, debug and deploy cross-platform HTML and Script based 
web application faster than ever before. 
• It is powerful and integrated database tools. It includes a complete set of database 
programming and design tools, allowing developers to build enterprise-class, data- 
driven web application within a single, integrated IDE. 
• It is full-featured, standard-based team developers specifically designed to meet' the 
unique challenges of team-based web development. [25] 
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CHAPTER3 
ANALYSIS 
METHODOLOGV ANIJ SYSTEM 
3.1 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY 
Project Development Life Cycle 
In order to develop a system in an organized and effective way, it is necessary to follow a 
sequence of steps to accomplish a complete set of tasks, which is generally called a 
process. A process is referred to a series of steps involving activities, constraints, and 
resources that help us produce our intended output. Thus, it usually includes a set of tools 
and techniques. When the process involves the building of certain kind of product it is 
referred as a life cycle. Therefore, the development process of S ·I\. system is defined a. 
the Project Development Life Cycle, because it describes the life of the Sl'A system 
(which is the output product) from its conception to its implementation, us and 
maintenance. 
Waterfall Model With Prototyping 
After having analysis on both common models, which are the Waterfall Model and 
Prototyping Model, a combination of the Waterfall and Prototyping models has b n 
identified as the methodology to be applied for the SF A system application development. 
As mentioned in previous chapter of literature review, waterfall model i d fin d a a 
model of processes where the stages are depicted as cascading from one to another. Thus 
when alJ the requirements are identified, analyzed for complctene s and con i ten and 
documented in a requirements documents, then the development team can pr ed t 
system desi m and so on. 
Whereas prototypin ,. is a sub process that can help enhancing understandin c, of the 
developing system. Prototype itself is referred to a partially developed output product of 
tho system that enables the developers to examine some aspect of the propo ed s tem 
and decide if it is suitable or appropriate for the finished output. Therefore, it is a need to 
in lud the prototyping stage into the waterfall model. 
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Fig3. 1 : Waterfall Model with Prototyping 
Validate 
Reqllire&m~~:~firitWn ', ., - .1 
- - System :<· , I 
~ ~ Design ~ II 
: : ~.t. Coding l 11 
Unit & Integration jh 
Testing j i 
System h 
Testing I ~ 
System Operation 
& Maintenance 
I 
I 
\;/ v 
· Documentuie'n 
Correspondence of proposed methodology with system 
The overall development is broken into distinct stages much like the wat rfall model 
with the exc iption that prototypes arc included into the two initial ta e of th FA 
systorn application development modules to enhance under. tanding. 
Waterfall Model with prototyping is cho en based on the nature of my project, which 
d »nunds a ·ystomotic and sequential approach to software development that begins at the 
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requirements analysis stage and progress thr ugh •'~J.'· ~i" @.§ .i ll'l eoding, unit and 
integration tcstin •,system testing and lasil th". .stem op~rt\tfo11 and maintenance. 
Simultaneously, the documentation process will occupy throughout the whole 
development of the SF A system as welJ. TI1is is an additional stage to the original 
Waterfall Model with prototyping. 
The principal stages of the waterfall model map onto the fundamental development 
activities of entire SFA system with the correspondence in the following ways: 
l. Requirements definition and analysis 
This stage defines and analyze the initial input of desired functions and features 
that the user expresses in some way. It also concludes the system's services 
constraints, and goals that will be established in future progress. The final output 
of this stage is a set of requirements. In this stage, there may has constraints too, 
such as a budget and schedule for producing the requirements document, and 
standards about the kinds of requirements to include and perhaps the notation 
used to express them. 
2. System design 
lt implements an overall system architecture. It partitions the whole system to 
both hardware and software system. Software design represents the software 
system that functions in a form, which may be transformed into one or more 
executable programs. 
3. Coding 
Code modules will be written according to the desired system design. 
4. Unit and integration testing 
Each of the unit done will be tested separately. Once each of the individual unit 
module has been sufficiently developed to a rea onable stage f completene 
they are brou tht to tether for the final integration into the complete FA tern 
application unifyin · the separate parts and forming a coher nt tern. Th 
inre ration will be tested as well to ensure that every sin "le unit can be 
integrated well and is ready to fit into Ou; final system to be run and tested i11 t11e 
followin proceeding. 
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S. System testing 
Final testing is then conducted on the SF A application as a whole. 
6. Operation and maintenance 
The system being tested is installed and put into practical implementation. 
Maintenance involves correcting errors that were not discovered in earlier stages 
of the life cycle. This is to improve the implementation of the system units and 
enhancing the system's services as new requirements are found. 
Prototyping 
As an efficient developer, it is always a need to conduct prototyping in the initial 
stage of the development life cycle, especially applyin • it concurrently with th 
requirements analysis & definition stage, and also the system design stage. This is an 
essential part of the project methodology since the partially developed output will be 
examined to assure the feasibility and consistency of the previously defined key 
requirements. ff it fails to do so, revisions is better to be made at the requirements 
stage, rather than at the more costly testing stage. 
Similarly, parts of the system design may be prototyped as well. Design prototypin 
will help to assess alternative design strategies and decide which is best for the FA 
System project. Meanwhile, the user interface of SFA system will be built and tested 
as a prototype to increase the understanding of what and how the expected new 
system will be like. 
• Valtdation 
Validation ensures that the SFA system has implemented all of the requirements 
that each system function can be traced back to a particular requirement until the 
specification in future. 
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• Verification 
Verification assures that each functions in SF A system development progress works 
correctly. That is, validation make sure that the right system is being built, whereas 
verification checks the quality of the implementation. 
Justification of proposed methodology 
Waterfall Model with Prototyping is chosen based on its several convincing reasons that 
supports and routing throughout the whole developing progress of SF A system. There are 
totally 6 main stages that are clearly defined for the entire project development. life cycle. 
These are the convincing points and strength in applying the proposed methodology into 
my SF A system development: 
• Theoretically, one development stage should he completed before the next 
begins. In overall, this proposed methodology presents a very high-level vi lt 
of what goes on during development, and it suggests me the sequen e of 
events that 1 expect to encounter. 
However, in practice, these stages overlap among on and another, and feed 
information to each other. For instance, during design stage problems with 
requirements definition would be identified; during coding stage, problems related to 
system design would be encountered. Therefore, it is more suitable to say that an 
application system development process is not a simple linear model but inv I es a 
sequence of repetition of the activities. 
• Asso ikued with ea ·h proc 'SS activity will be mil iston and d. liv rob/ s. so 
that I ian us, th mode! to estimate how ilose th pro} ti. to ompl tion at a 
gtv in point In time. 
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• In addition, this model is cxpe ·t' I to h 'It !JL If{ t) ha! th@ ,\ystem needs to 
do in an order way. Its strnightfnrwardn !SS and simpttcn» make it easy to 
explain to others who are ma; be not v ery familiar with the SFA system 
development. 
• Prototyping conducted concurrently with the requirements analysis & 
definition stage in the initial stage of the development life cycle, effectively 
helps in ensuring the developing system time to time that it always meets its 
definition of needs and is feasible enough. If any error or inappropriate 
concept and definition found during the early stage, correction and 
improvement will take place immediately. it is therefore able to avoid or at 
least reduce cost of changing the whole testing stage wh in 'V irything almost 
comes to the final stage. 
• Documentation that is applying throughout the whole life cycle ensure each 
activity of the model ends with the production of some documentations. Thi. i .. 
an essential step since the documents will make the developing progress mar 
visible. 
3.2 COLLECT INFORMATION TECHNIQUE 
In developing a system a lot of information is needed. As for my project, inf rmation \· 111 
be gathered through the methods as below: 
• Surf net 
• Get it from related books 
• Ref er to web based pro tram 
3.3 REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATIONS 
The requirement of the l•A system can be divided into two care iorie : functional 
requirements and non-functional requirements. Functional requirement describe how the 
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SFA system interact with its operating environm nt, ~'n !°'.§ , · @'· 'hMd7 non-functional 
requirements are the limitations placed on th- s . t · m that narrew the choices that can be 
made for t11e implementation. 
Functional Requirements 
A functional requirement describes an interaction between the system and its 
environment. Further, functional requirements also describe how the system should 
behave given certain stimuli. The important thing is the questions addressed by functional 
requirements have answers that are independent of an implementation of a solution to a 
problem. The functional requirement in this project is the sales representatives Area 
Planning module and the Administration module. 
Description about the modules in SFA System 
As mentioned in Chapter l, SFA System is divided into two major modules, whi h 
include sales representatives Area Planning module and Administration module. Each 
module consists of a few components and each components has its own feature a 
described below: 
1. Sales representatives Area Planning module 
Area Planning module is the working area for sales representatives. The 
functionalities in this module enable the system to log and track the 
representatives' activities. Basically, a sales representative's duties involved 
meeting customers, promoting products to them and if required gi e them 
samples. A good sales management system will provide representatives with sales 
quota and 'call quota. all quota i the minimum number of vi it that the ale 
representative has to make to different customers. This gives them a direction and 
impetus to driv themselves, 
Hence the call report is there to enable the sales representatives to log down their 
visit.;; so that their con quota is recognized. For a higher level, managers can track 
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the activities Of their Staff and II. ' this infor!tUltl '!' ! e" ·@1ftl@ the effectiveness 
of their visits. 
During times when sales representariv s are not making calls, they will have to 
input their other activities into the Non-Call report. This is to explain for the 
usage of their time if their call quota is not reached. Taking this information into 
account, we can then make more meaningful analysis on their 'actual' 
productivity. 
As mentioned earlier on, we need to make information readily available to 
everyone. This is achieved by using an integrated database that stores information 
on customers, companies, products and sales. The system provides the sales 
representatives .with information that is only relevant to them so that they do not 
have to search through a mountain of information for some simple data. This 
method improves speed, user friendliness and also it protects corporate data to 
some extent. 
• Call Report 
Call report is an avenue for sales representatives to key in their visit to 
customers. During this visit, they can either promote products give 
samples or maybe close a sales. These actions can be entered in the Call 
report entry form. 
• Non-call Report 
Non-call report is an avenue for sales representatives to key in their 
activities other than visits to customers. For an example training 
conferences or illness. This is to ensure that their superiors are aware of 
this and do not penalize them for not reaching the ca.II qu ta on that 
particular day. 
• Sample Movement 
This sample movement is not meant to be a full-fledged inventory system 
with warehouses, stock takes and delivery a ents However it does 
provide basic inventory functionalities like quantity control and lot 
number rrackin r, In this environment, the sales representatives act as 
repositories of samples, similar to warehouse. 
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• Customer Information 
Customer information is a part of the COfµQffl't@ CRM knowledge base. 
The customer database stores persona.I and professional information. It 
helps the sales representatives in their approach with customer. 
• Company Information 
It stores details of the companies that a customer works for. 
• Product Information 
It stores details of the products to be sold. 
2. Administration module 
It has the similar components to sales representatives Area Planning module. However it 
has extra functions. The administrator can add, edit and delete system user and product to 
be sold. 
Non-Functional Requirements 
A non-functional or constraint describes a restriction the system that limits our choices 
for constructing a solution to the problem. These requirements are very subjective but are 
as important as the functional requirements. Non-functional requirements for th.is project 
is described as below: 
• User friendly 
Users are allowed to use this system without any computer knowledge. 
• Fast retrieval of information 
Users should be able to retrieve the information needed within reasonable time. 
• Reliability 
The entire system must to the user as a consistency and an accuracy system. 
Problems and system failures will be prevented and minimized t enable the 
system to be a reliable system. The system will stable and consistent in all 
environments. 
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• Efficiency 
This system will ensure efficiencies, in s .stem e~~~tid@n ~md data storage. The 
simplicity of the system will enable th nev user familiar with the system in a 
short time. This system will also enable the users handle their jobs efficiently by 
reducing time, manpower and other resources. 
• flexibility 
As the project's implementation is based on SF A System technologies, it is 
foreseeable that newer technologies that can work with existing web-based 
technologies will have no problem integrating in this system. 
• Maintainability and Expandability 
Maintainability -may be defined quantitatively as the ease with which software can 
be understood, corrected, adapted and enhanced. Maintainability is the degree to 
which architectural data or procedural design can be extended. SFA System is 
design to be expandable in the future. 
• Security 
The security features built in prevents unauthorized access into the full-text of the 
SFA, user must log in with correct user name and ID in order to access the full 
text of the SF A. 
3.4 ANALYSIS OF TECHNOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS 
Appl/cation Platform 
l will choose Windows 2000 as the application platform to develop my project due to the 
reasons stated below: 
• Windows 2000 is reported to be more stable than Windows 98 and NT 
• Windows 2000 is u true multipurpose server operating system. 
• lt is considered the most eu nest server operating system available. 
• lt is also one of tho powerful operating system that integrates a variety f netw rk 
services. 
• The services it provides are designed to address requirements in every category and 
they are managed in a single way. 
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• There is a core set of services providing th" platf rm !' l , · .f@F bru)ic management 
features built into the operating syst m but als for alulil-a~ki~d tools and solutions 
form Microsoft' and third parties. 
• Windows 2000 is a platf onn complete enough for building and hosting web based 
applications. It is the best platform to publish and share information securely over 
lntranet and Internet 
• There is an extensive security support in Windows 2000. The comprehensive and 
usable security enables Windows 2000 to offer the most robust security model, which 
can control the access control of user in accessing certain file or application. The 
centralized Windows 2000 security subsystem uses advanced security design features 
that provide an exceptional level of system security. A password filter allows system 
administrators to increase password strength and the encrypting password data using 
a 128-bit cryptographically random key also increase the protection of account 
password information stored in the registry by the Security Account· Manager (SAM). 
Web Server 
Internet Information Service 4.0 (llS) 
Internet Information Server 4.0 supports multiple web server scenarios, ranging from 
simple web sites on an Intranet to large Internet Service Provider (ISP) web hosting 
farms. It provides a transactional-based web server that is tightly integrated with 
Windows NT operating system and also a number of component that make it easier to 
build dynamic web sites, manage content and analyse usage. (24) 
The advantages of IJS can be divided into two categories, which are: - 
• The advances in HTTP-related service areas : 
The advancements in the http services area enable IIS to manage multiple web 
sites, tailor site or application specific setting. The index Server 2.0 that served by 
llS 4.0 enables web clients with any browser to search a web site by filling in the 
fields of an HTML query form. 
• The additional functionality in managing and developing application functionality : 
11 also provides such advancements for the application development side such as 
rmnsactionat-based applications, process isolations, Secure Sockets layer (SSL) 
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support, Active Data Object (/\DO) and n w d.,, : ': ~, ~t '@!' , For example, the 
certificate crvcr which i a high! ustomizable ~~·1 @f ~p~H~ation for managing 
the issuance, revocation and renewal of digital certificates can help the 
organization to perform authentication on a corporate Intranet or across the 
Internet. 
Benefits provided 
• Furthermore, there is a Site Server Express that includes site analysis, usage analysis 
and publishing capabilities, enables the administrator to analyze log file data, crawl a 
web site to map content and check for broken links and easily publish content from 
browser tons server. 
• US provides a high-speed, secure platform for publishing information on internal 
networks or Internet. 
• The server is specifically designed to provide the kind of performance that is 
necessary for handling an increased number of web users. It is also designed to meet 
the requirement of the users who are connected with high-speed lines, such a ISDN 
and leased line. 
• The transaction ASP features of IIS also allows application with script add 
components to perform multiple actions. For example, a failure occurs during a 
particular transaction, IIS automatically backs up the server to the start of the 
transaction, allowing the user to recover from failure without any loss of data. 
Database Management System 
Microsoft Access 2000 
One of the easiest ways of creating a database is by using Microsoft Acee . Thi i 
because it has an easy menu driven interface that lets the user i ue command without an 
in depth understandin •s of Access. At its most basic level, Access can be u ed to develop 
simple personal Database Mana ement System. 
Access is an excellent platform for dovelopin :> an application that will nm a small 
busines . Its wizards allow developers to quickly and easily build the foundation of 
application. Tho ability to build code modules allow developers to create code libraries of 
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reusable [unctions and the ability to add od h hind · ~ i- · ~ .1. , ·F@~~fts allow them to 
create powerful custom forms and report .. (Balter 1996) 
Web Languages & Technologies 
Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) 
HTML is a layout language. It contains commands that, like a word processor, tell the 
computer- in a very loose sense-what the content of the document is. Using HTML , 
we can tell the computer that a certain document contains a paragraph, a bulleted list, a 
table, or an image. The HTML rendering engine is responsible for displaying the text and 
images on the screen. The difference between HTML and word processor is that word 
processors work with proprietary formats, therefore one word processor cannot directly 
read another word processor's file format-they usually need a special program, called 
an import/export filter, to translate one file format to another. [30) 
Ln contrast, HTML is an open, worldwide standard. ff you create a file usmg the 
commands available in version 3.2 or earlier, it will display on almost any computer with 
any operating system-anywhere in the world. 
Why HTML is important 
• Until HTML, it wan not so easy to create screens fulJ of information that anyone 
could read. The only way to display information is to write a program or using a 
presentation like PowerPoint. In this way, the constraint occurs when the output is 
only available to people using the same operating system and the same program- 
usually those with the same version of the program. 
• It provides millions of people with access to information online that they could not or 
would not have seen any other way. 
• HTML is the first easy method for non-programmers to di play text and image on- 
screen without limiting the audience to those who own or have acce t the same 
program (or a viewer) that the author used to create the content. 
• Jn addition, browsers are universal content viewers and HTML i the univer aJ file 
format which help universalizing the display of any output of information, 
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Active Server Pages 3.0 
The main factor lo cho c ASP is because it is a serv r-slde t-®@hI'IOlogy, which also means 
that it is processed on the web server to generate HTML, while pure HTML is processed 
solely on the browser. It is definitely undeniable that applying server-side language has 
many advantages, which can hardly be found in most client-side languages. [7] 
This approach is chosen due to the fact that ASP is found more effective in comparison 
with CGI and other programming languages. Besides, there is no additional software 
required for this approach. VBScript that plays the role of ASP default scripting language 
is chosen for its fast and portable interpretation. 
ASP has several major advantages over most other Web application development 
languages or environments, especiaUy for internet development. 
Why ASP? 
Below are the tremendous advantages of ASP itself, which I have drawn: 
• ASP code resides in text files that are known to be easy to modify, even aft r 
deployment. Thus, it makes capable for developers to fix a problem remotely just by 
using a text editor.(31] 
• ASP code is server-safe. This is due to the fact that ASP code runs only in a limited 
space, which means that you cannot natively read or write binary files with ASP. 
• ASP code times out. ITS (Internet Information Server) stops executing ASP page 
after 90 seconds by default. Therefore, if you accidentally write an endle loop ou 
won't tie up the server beyond the timeout interval. 
• ASP applications are usually smaU because all the DLLs are already installed on the 
server, you need only deliver the code files, images and support files to make an ASP 
application run . [7] 
The advantages of ASP over HTML 
HTML is a simple and flexible formatting and layout langua c, but it ha n 
pro nnmmin constructs. Jn another words, if it is to display static text and image 
HTML i simply perfect'. But if it is to display content that chan c often r if u need 
to display content tailored for individuals, HTML is lacking. This is because HTML lacks 
nny decision-makin .capability. [16] 
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Web Application Development Tool 
Microsoft Visual lnterDev 6.0 
Microsoft Visual lnterdev 6.0 empowers web applications developers to rapidly build 
fully interactive, dynamic web sites. It is actually categorized into components, the client- 
side and server-side components.(19) 
The client component is further separated into 4 modules : the Visual Interdev Client, the 
Image Composer, the Music Producer and the Media Manager. The Visual lnterdev IDE 
is the actual development environment used to create ASP and it also includes the HTML 
Layout editor which assist in placing and layering Active controls. The Image Composer, 
Music Producer and Media Manager are utilities that help lo create multimedia aspect. to 
integrate with web sites. 
The serve-side components consist of the Personal Web Server, ASP and FrontPage 
extension. The Personal Web Server enables developers to install an HTTP server on any 
Windows 95 machine that gives the ability to create and test ASP on any machine 
without having to rely on instaUing the NT server. The ASP component install t11 
Active Server engine that is responsible for processing Active Server scripts on the HTTP 
server. The FrontPage extensions are used to establish the communication link between 
the requesting client development tools and the web server. 
Visual Interdev fully support both client and server side scripting. This means that you 
can write programs that run either on the server or on the user's web browser. For 
scripting languages, it supports both VBScript and Jscript (JavaScript). 
The Visual lnterdev extensions add to the FrontPage extensions the capabilitie to 
support ASP. With ASP, you can write scripts that execute on the set er and directl 
reference Active X server components, such as connecting to database via ADO. 
Benefits of Microsoft Visual lnterfsev 6.0 
• It is a rapid end-to-end web application development tool. It allow profes ional 
developers to design, build, debug and deploy cross-platform HTML and Script based 
web application foster than over before. 
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• It is powerful and integrated database t iols. 
programming and de ign tools, allowing d v · lepers H~ build enterpnse-class, data- 
driven web application within a single, integrated IDE. 
• It is full-featured, standard-based team developers specifically designed to meet the 
unique challenges of team-based web development. (25] 
System Requirements 
Environment For Development Phase 
Hardware Requirements 
The recommended hardware requirements for the development environment are listed as 
the following : 
• A server with at least Pentium 133 MHz processor 
• At least 32 MB RAM of memory 
• At least 2 GB of hard disk space 
• A S VGA Graphic Adapter 
• Network Interface Card (NTC) and network connection with recommended bandwidth 
at 1 0 Mbps or more 
Software Requirements 
The recommended software requirements for the development environment are Listed a 
the following : 
• Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 or above 
• Internet lnfonnation Server 4.0 (TIS) 
• Active Server Page (ASP) 
• Microsoft Visual lnterDev 6.0 
• Microsoft QL erver 7.0 
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 or above 
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Environment For Runtime Phase 
Hardware Requirements 
The recommended hardware requirements for the development environment are listed as 
the following : 
• At least Pentium 133 MHz processor 
• At least I 6 MB RAM of memory 
• At least l GB of hard disk space 
• A SVGA Graphic Adapter 
• Network Interface Card (NlC) and network connection with recommended bandwidth 
at l 0 Mbps or more 
Software Requirements 
The recommended software requirements for the development environment are listed as 
the following : 
• Microsoft Windows 95/98 or Windows NT 4.0 
• Internet Explorer 4.0 or above 
3.5 SUMMARY 
This requirement specification and analysis part give more precise de cription of the 
functionality and the constraints on the system after the feasibility tudie on the o erall 
available technologies. It is an important phase to ensure that the project will meet the 
real requirement of the project and to reduce the misunderstanding and mi interpretation 
of the whole system. 
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CHAPTER 4 SYSTEM DESIGN 
4. 1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The SI· A System is designed to leverage the traditional client I server architecture, It is 
divided into three sections: user application, client and database application. All the 
components were built into each tiers to fuJfill its role and then tied together to form a 
final solution. 
The following diagram depicts the overaH SF A System: 
Ff g4.11 : SFA System Architecture 
ASP 
User 
I 
SFA 
I Application System 
I 
Client 
I 
Client Server 
Central Databa e Server 
-- -::: ........ Database 
Application (Microsoft Acee 2000) - ·-- 
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For the user application (SFA S st .m), all the inpul fill' ·--l'! w1!1 be processed by 
using !\SP. So ASP would be used to display all the data in thi~ level. Jn this level there 
have certain components to gather input variables or query for analysis. There is also a 
component to display the results of the analysis to the difference system users. 
For the client part, there is a process, which perform the analysis. This tier resides on the 
store back office. All data in this level can be added, edited, and deleted by interacting 
with the database. 
For the database application, a repository of relevant data is stored in the Access 2000. It 
is available to support the work performed the analysis engine. While, all the file systems 
will be coordinated by the Central Database Server. 
The final integration of the separately developed modules depends heavily n each 
module being developed with adherence to this overall architecture. Compliance to this 
architecture is ensured in each module during its development: by providing the 
appropriate setup according to the architecture design. 
4.2 SYSTEM STRUCTURING 
A large system can be decomposed into sub-systems that provide some related set of 
services. Thus, this system structuring is the initial design proces of identifying th 
sub-systems and establishing a framework for sub-system control and communication. 
The system is structured into a number of principle sub-systems. Each of them i an 
independent unit. Decomposing the system into a set of interacting sub-systems is an 
important phase. Structure chart is used to depict the high level extraction of a specified 
system. The usage of structure chart is to describe the interaction between independent 
sub-systems. 
The SFA system is divided into two main modules: sales repre entative Area Plannin 1 
module and administration module. The detail of each module i repr ent d in th 
structure chat. 
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Fig4. 13 : Structure of Sales Person 
Area Planning module 
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Fig4.14 : Structure of AdministratitJ 
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4.3 SYSTEM FLOWCHART 
Fig4.15:System Flowcha 
Login as sales 
representatives 
or 
administrator 
representatives 
Enter user 
ID and 
password 
Verifying user ID 
and password 
No 
Can use these functions: 
Area Planning: 
• Call report 
• Non-call report 
• Sample movement 
• Customer information 
• Company information 
• Product information 
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administrator 
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and password 
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Area Planning: 
• Call report 
• Non-call report 
• Sample movement 
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• ompany information 
• Product informari n 
Admin Function: 
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• Add, delete pr du t 
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Fig4.16: System Flowchart 
Login 
~, 
I 
Add 
I data 
I 
Edit 
I data 
I 
Delete 
I data 
'r 
Exit 
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Fig4.17: Login Floweharl 
Begin 
Enter user 
ID and 
password 
Nn Verify user ID and 
password 
Open . main menu 
End 
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Fig4.18: Add Data Flowehart 
Add data 
... 
I 
Module 
I 1 
I 
Module 
I 2 
'. 
Exit 
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Fig4.19: Add Data Flowchart (Process) 
Begin 
Key in 
data 
Nn 
Nn 
Data is stored 
in database 
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Edit data 
u 
I 
Module 
I 2 
~r 
Exit 
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Begin 
Data from 
database is 
displayed 
YP.(' User 
edit 
dntn 
Nn 
End 
Nn 
Data is stored 
in database 
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Fig4.22 : Delete Data F/awehart 
Delete data 
,,r 
I 
Module 
I 2 
,. 
Exit 
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Fig4.23 : Delete Data Flowehan (~roeess) 
Begin 
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database is 
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Fig4.24 : Program Terminatian ~l@wehart 
(Process) 
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4.4 DATA FLOW DIAGRAM 
Data flow diagram ( DFD) shows the flow of data and lo~!§ w·lthin rI system. For SFA 
System, only context diagram, diagram one and child diagram already can show the 
whole system. 
Context Diagram 
Flg4.25 : System Context Diagram 
0 
,.,.,. Sales Pers, n 
Area. Plarrrrmjz 
rvr d11J · 
Lrser I · r1 :-: !:· v«. · l • l 
,1,-,t ,-, ... SFA System .,._ 
Acl111 in i.-·1 ratie n 
!v'.1 lult..: 
Diagram One 
Fig4.26: Diagram One 
~er 
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Child Diagram 
Fig4.27 : Process 1 -- Login Process 
i. I : • ' 1 ! 1 · lJ l LI. l I 
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Fig4. 28 : Process 2 - Process Occurred In 
Sales Person Area Planning Module 
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Fig4. 29 : Process 3 - Process Occurte 
Module 
! \ ~ 
4.1 
\I · · l 1 I11p111 data Analyze ,.. J (rnm1s nror--·- -- .,.. 
data 
4.2 
Update 
data 
4.3 
. . R cqu est cl ata 1 etri eve 
Adrnini lrator 
data 
requested 
I 
I 
l 
I.') ) .::.. Administ rat ion record 
4.5 DATABASE DESIGN 
The SFA System uses the Access 2000 database model in its database implementation. 
Database is a collection of tables where the data are stored. Each of the table is a matrix 
consisting of series row/column intersections. The tables are related to each other b 
sharing a common entity characteristic. 
The SFA System develop one database. The de ign of each table are de crib d a 
follow: 
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Table structure for Sales Representatives Ar.ea 
Administration module in Access 2000 
module and 
Table 4.1 : CusCalRpt (Call Report) 
Field Name Type Len Description 
NAME Text 50 Visited customer name 
COUNTRY Text 50 Visited customer country 
ADDRESS Text 50 Visited customer address 
ZONEI Text 50 Visitedcustomer zone 
HOMEP Text· 50 Visited customer home phone 
MPH ONE Text 50 Visited customer mobile phone 
EMAIL Text 50 Visited customer email 
DATEVlSlT Date/Time Date visited 
SALAMOUNT Text 50 Sales amount if have any sales being made 
PRODUCT] Text 50 Product sold if have any sales being made 
CALLTYPEJ Text 50 The way to promote the product 
Table 4.2 : NonCallListing (Non-call Report) 
Field Type Len Description 
Name 
noncalltype Text 50 Non call type - indicate what the sales person does 
when be I she does not visit customers. 
staffid Text 50 Staff ID 
datefrom Dateffime Begin date 
dateto Date/Time End date 
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Table 4.3 : SamMovList ( Sample Movement ) 
Field Name Type Len Description 
Sam Type Text 50 Sample type 
Sample Text 50 Sample name 
SamDate Dateffirne Sample movement occurred date 
LotNo Text 50 Lot number 
SIR SOF Text 50 SIR I SOF number 
Fr Text 50 From who 
Toi Text 50 To who 
QtyOnHand Text 50 Quantity on hand 
NoGiven Text 50 Number given 
Table 4.4 : CUSTOMERINFO (Customer Information) 
Field Name Type Len Description 
NAME Text 50 Customer name 
COUNTRY Text 50 Customer country 
ADDRESS Text 50 Customer addres 
ZONE! Text 50 Customer zone 
COMPANY Text 50 Customer's company name 
HOMEP Text 50 Customer home phone 
MPH ONE Text 50 Customer mobile phone 
"MAIL Text 50 ustorner email 
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Table 4.5 : COMPJ\NYINFO ( ornpany lnformntion) 
Field Name Type Len Description 
COM NAME Text 50 Customer s company name 
CU SN AME Text 50 Customer name 
-------- -- ---- 
COUNTRY Text 50 Customer's company country 
ADDRESS Text 50 Customer's company address 
ZONE] Text 50 Customer's company zone 
PHONE Text 50 Customer's company phone 
EMAIL Text 50 Customer's company email 
Table 4.6 : PRODUCTINFO (Product Information) 
Primary key : PRODCODE 
Field Name Type Len Description 
PRODCODE Text 50 Product code 
PROD NAME Text 50 Product name 
PRODTYPE Text 50 Product type 
PRODAQTY Text 50 Product available quantity 
PRODDESC Memo Product description 
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Table 4.7 : Privilege (System User Privilcg ) 
Field Name Type Len Description 
-- - - - 
Text 50 Privilege ID for system user 
Text 50 Privilege for system user 
- - - - -- - 
Privilege ID 
Privilege 
Table 4.8 : Userlnfo (System User lnfonnation) 
Field Name Type Len Description 
USERID Auto Number System user ID 
USERNAME Text 50 System user name 
PASSWORD I Text· 50 System user password 
EMAJL Text 50 System user email 
PRIVILEGE Text 50 System user privilege 
PRJVILEGEID Text 50 System user privilege ID 
PHONE Text 50 System user phone 
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4.6 USER INTERFACE DESIGN 
The user interface for the SFA System has als o be 11 uiven 1@" ~fi@dt: beside the 
functionality design. ASP will be the developing tools used. At this point in the project, 
the interface designs are in the preliminary stages. A definite interface design will only 
emerge after some degree of modification and feedback, which will be done iteratively 
during the implementation phase. 
At this early stage, the user interface was decided to be easy for the users to understand 
and navigate. The design of the interfaces are fo1lowed the guidelines as below: 
• Strive for consistency 
The interface design is stress on the consistency format for command input, data 
display, menu selection and placing the control objects. 
• Reduce the short-term memory load 
The system users are not required to memorize the information from crecn to 
screen during browsing or reservation process. 
• Provide confirmation and verifying message 
It provides a confirmation process that asks for verification of any non-trivial 
destructive action such as deletes record. 
The brief description and the interface would be shown. 
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User Interface Design for Sales Representatives Aroo F2 f? - · .g Mady/e 
Call Report: 
I. Add New Call Report 
Fig4.30 : Add New Gall Report 
Add New (all l~epor-t 
Country /Region 
Horne Address 
.'.".! 
2one 
Home Phone 
Mobile Phone 
(e.g. 0312345670) 
(e.g. O 126521723) 
( e.o. lcy921@hotmall.com) 
Day .I013 Month I Jan ::::J Vear j 2001 :::J 
Email Address 
Date Visited 
Sales Amount 
Product I Pfeese Select 
l Please Select Call Type 
ubrnil I t1ncel I 
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2. Call Report I ,isting 
Fig4.31 · Call Report Listing 
Call Report Listing 
Country Address Zone Home Mob lie Email Date Sales Product Call Type Name Phone Phone Visited Amount 
cmc AS as 464 7·5 8792681735 7896875687 ikl@oi.cd 8/26/2001 67 comics Brochure 
Dennis Sibu 10,sec 17 66757 7856757576 0122786757 dennis@lycos.com 1/3/2001 34, History Video 
Show 
Jack KL 54,Jln 32432 0489796509 0124658697 jack@ldeitel.com 5/10/2001 23 Cooking Brochure Ibrahim Recipe 
John Mentakab 76,Tmn 43534 0945355464 0197865578 john@llycos.com Ma yang 
Joseph New 67,lpoh 43536 0934534543 0129089779 joseph@libm.com Zealand Road 
Patricia Miri gj9j 45646 0379695658 0127668475 pat@hotmail.com 1/1/2001 Please Please 
Select Select 
Sam America 76,rfg 43536 0323534566 0136666699 samli!IDolt.com road 
Shawn England 45,ry reed 76966 0978575969 0127986868 shawn@llycos.com 9/26/2001 56 Cooking On Site Recipe Display 
Susan Melaka 56,Jln Chi 43540 0435456566 0107866533 susan@creative.com .my Jang 
Tan Kok AS 45,ry road 43542 0743543564 0176696970 tan@)lycos.com Seng 
vin AS SDAD 12132 3243254354 0123453543 DEli!lHOTMAIL.COM 3/3/2001 c ertcon video Show 
3. Call Report Search 
Fig4.32 : Call Report Search 
Customer Name 
I Submit I Cancel j 
Call Report interfaces are shown as above. 
• Add New Call Report records the customer personal data, visitation information and 
sales amount if the visit results in a committed transaction. It also has buttons link to 
other interfaces. 
• all Report Listing lists out all the key in information about call report. 
• all Report Search allows the users to search for certain call report information. 
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Non-call Report: 
In the event that the sales representative, i. not able to ~tt@n@ t- >:;<!;! ·t©ITiers due to 
activities like training, conferences or illness, that representatives will have to log that 
activity into the system through Non-call reports. This is to ensure that their superiors are 
aware of this and do not penalize them for not teaching the call quota on that particular 
day. 
The activity that can be selected for this report is configurable in the system. The user 
just bas to enter the dates that this activity is valid for. With this information, managers 
can make a better measurement of the representative's productivity by not tiling these 
days into account. 
1 . Add New Non Call Report 
Fig4.33 : Add New Non Call Report 
Staff ID : 
Date From: 
Date To: 
Day f013 Month , Jen-:] Yearf2oo1 ... I 
Day fo1 :J Month ~·3 Year·f2001 ~ 
jTmining :::] 
I Submit I Ct'lncel I 
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2. Non Call Listing 
Fig4.34 : Non Call Listing 
Non Call Listing 
St:aff TD D at:e Fro n-1 Oat:e To Non Call Type 
ABC123 1/1/2002 1/1/2002 Sick 
ABC124 3/29/2001 4/4/2001 Annual Leave 
ABC23 1/1/2001 3/3/2001 Training 
ABC43 1/1/2001 2/1/2001 Emergency Leave 
ABC45 1/6/2001 3/6/2001 Sick 
ABC46 1/2/2001 2/3/2001 Annual Leave 
ABC787 1/1/2001 3/3/2001 Training 
ABC90 4/10/2001 10/11/2001 Training 
ABC92 3/6/2001 3/6/2001 Sick 
ABC94 7/12/2001 8/12/2001 Emergency Leave 
ABC96 1/1/2002 2/2/2002 Tr-aining 
WER34 1/1/2001 1/1/2001 Annual Leave 
· Back To Mein Peg~ 
3. Non Call Search 
Fig4.35 : Non Call Search 
staff I) 
I Submit I Cancel I 
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Sample Movement: 
This sample movement rs not meant to be a full-fled~(;)d hW@fi @ey system with 
warehouses, stock takes and delivery agents. However, it does provide basic inventory 
functionalities like quantity control and lot number tracking. In this environment, the 
sales representatives act as repositories of samples, similar to a warehouse. 
In our case, there are 3 basic sample movement types: 
• Samples come in from distributors 
• Samples get distributed among managers and then to sales representatives 
• Sales representatives issue samples to prospective customer 
Any request for samples from distributors. has to be followed by a physical Sample 
Internal Requisition (SIR) form. This SIR document number has to be entered into the 
system for audit checks in future. The list of distributors is configurable in the system. 
Transfer of samples among company employees is a common event. Hence there is no 
need for any physical documents for that. Users are saved the effort of keying the sample, 
Jot number and any other information because these values already pre-populated. The 
system keeps track of the amount of samples that each user has. It display this list and 
user just have to key in the amount he is giving and to whom. This is a faster and safer 
way compared to conventional method. 
Samples going out of the company have to be fo11owed by a physical Sample Order 
Form (SOF). This SOF document number has to be entered into the system for audit 
checks. The user selects customers that are relevant to his area I zone. 
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1. Add New Sample Movement 
Fig4.36 : Add New Sample Mcrvem~nf 
Sample: 
Type: 
Lot Number: 
·- ,. :r ·~· ~· .---------- - ~---·--·------ 
-,SIR/SOF Number : 
. _ _,._ -- .- .... ,~~ -·--· .... ~-~ ·-r .. · ..... .- .-__..'>':"'"7,._ · - ·- - ,_.,..._ r~·- 
( -· ~ Date: : · I 
r-- .. --·--·- .... - ----~·-···-~--- .... -:--~ .__..,..._~-- ... ,,-- - ·--- 
1 ·.·.Quantity On Hand. : i 
~: ;- -~:. Number.;Giv~h-::· f 
; . . ·.'.·i. ·---~--: __ . ·. ·.··, . - . ,. r- 
From: i 
To: ,---·-·---------------·-· -· 
I Submit J Cancel j 
2. Sample Movement Listing 
Fig4.37 : Sample Movement Listing 
s.,mple Mov.,mcnt Listing 
~;,, -~\~amp~li~1', l7ype 
LQt SIR/SOF Date Quantity On Number From TQ ,..,:1 • N"mber Number H"nd ' Gl!iten 
Cllrtoon enterteinment 12349 98769 10/6/2001 45 23 Ale Pet 
Chemistry reference 12351 98771 8/26/2001 646 26 Gert1ld Weno 
Chinese comics 12345 98765 4/24/2001 43 12 Avin Wt1n 
Seno 
Comics enterteinment 12348 98768 12/24/2001 56 23 Soon Avin 
Cooking Recipe cookinc 12347 98767 6/5/2001 65 34 Sern Dick 
Creative skills 12353 116773 10/30/2001 46 12 Susan Adeline 
Orawino skills 12354 90774 9/6/2001 75 13 vinoent Lex osoo we 231344346 43243453., 1/1/2001 23 2 MINGCHIN WAN 
nvlronrnentel reference 12352 987?2 9/1/2001 67 22 Peno Sono 
History roforon e book 12346 98?66 l/S/200J 67 20 Jorden Crystel 
Histor1· r· fof· no 123 0 90??0 7125/2001 87 22 oesc Johnnes 
M~tti~m3tles rol'cron e b ok l 60 9 700 1/1/2001 54 23 Avln me 
llilCk Tfl Moln 1>1100 l 
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3. Sample Movement Search 
Fig4.38: Sample Movement Search 
Semple Name 
w------------ --------------- --- - 
I Submit f Cancel j 
Customer Information: 
Customer Information is a part of the corporate CRM knowledge base. The customer 
database stores personal information. Personal information ranges from name, address, 
phone and email. This information helps the sales representatives in their approach with 
customers. Equipped with all these information, the sales representatives can prepare 
themselves with a proper selling 'pitch' before meeting the customers. 
The customer is also linked to the company that he serves. This will be explained in 
Company information section. 
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I. Add New Customer 
Fig4.39 : Add New Customer 
Add New Customer 
Name r----·~------ 
r--- 
I 
Country /Region 
Home Address 
:Zone 
Company 
Home Phone 
Mobile Phone r 
(e.g. 0312345670) 
(e.g. 0126521723) 
(e.g.lcy921@hotmail.com) Email Address 
I Submit f 
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2. Customer Listing 
Fig4.40 : Customer Listing 
Customer Listing 
Name Country Address Zone Company Home Phone Mobile Phone Email 
crnc AS as 46475 Dick 8792681735 7896875687 jkl@gj.cd 
Danny Cheras 43,Jln Duta 54636 Viztel 0376758697 0127867857 danny@rnailcity.com 
Dennis Sibu 10,sec 17 68757 Louis 7856757576 0122786757 dennis@lycos.com 
Jack KL 54 ,Jin Ibrahim 32432 Serf 0489796509 0124658697 jack@deitel.com 
John Mentakab 76,Tmn Mayang 34353 Intel Inc 0789787457 0128768586 john@lycos.com 
Joseph New Zealand 67,Ipoh Road 79067 IBM 0689778696 0165756970 joseph@ibm.com 
Patricia Miri gjgj 45646 0379695858 0127868475 pat@hotmail.com 
Sam America 76,rfo road 78768 Dolt Inc 0868658689 0197868858 sam@Doit.com 
Shawn England 45,ry road 78968 shawn Sdn Bhd 0978575969 0127986868 shawn@lycos .com 
Susan Melaka . 56,Jln Chi Jang 76868 Creative Sdn Bhd 0689785685 0176869699 susan@creative.com .my 
Tan Kok Seng AS 56,Jln Chi Jang 65575 Tan Sdn Bhd 0476865659 0136866669 tan@lycos.com 
Vin AS SDAD 12132 3243254354 0123453543 DE~HOTMAIL.COM 
3. Customer Search 
Fig4.41: Customer Search ,, . 
Customer Name 
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Company Information: 
Company information stores details of the companies that a customer works for. There 
can be cases where several customers come from the same firm. This relationship is 
linked together in this system. We can have a Company-Customer structure; depending 
on the actual situation. 
Company and customer information can be edited by individuals who have the relevant 
accesses. However these changes have to pass through an approval process before it gets 
updated into the central database. This process ensures that the data is protected and that 
only valid changes are passed into the system. 
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I. Add New Company 
Fig4.42 : Add New Company 
Add Ne\OJ Company 
Company Name r 
Customer Name 
Company 
Country /Region 
Company Address 
--·--·---, 
( 
Company Zone 
(e.g. 0312345678) Company Phone 
Email Address (e.g.lcy921@hotmall.com) 
I Submt j Cancel J 
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2. Company Listing 
Fig4.43 : Company Listing 
t.ompany Listing 
Company Customer Company Company Company Company Email 
Name' Name Country Address Zone Phone 
Azide Erica Terengganu 67,Jln Mat 76669 0766575569 erica@azide.com .my 
bihun Sdn Bhd Poay Chiang Penang 45,Jln Kl 78969 0489675756 poay@hotmail .corn 
Creative Sdn Susan Melaka 56,Jln Chi Jang 76868 0689785685 susan@creative .corn .my 
Bhd 
Dolt Inc Sam America 76,rfg road 78768 0868658689 sarn@Doit.com 
IBM Joseph New Zealand 67,Ipoh Road 79067 0689778696 joseph@ibm.com 
Metal Inc Moses Kuching 76,JlnTanling 78686 0865859697 rnoses@rnetal.com .my 
Serf Jack • SP 90,Tmn fg 79878 0378585970 jack@serf.com.my 
Sony Adeline Miri 785,Tmn Manduka 78686 0866558697 adeline@y ahoo .corn 
Tan Sdn Bhd Tan Kok Seng AS 89,Jln P,angkalan 65575 0476865859 tan@lycos.com 
Viztel Danny Ch eras 54,Jln Kuching 78685 0378576475 danny~viztel .corn 
WAN MING as ABC 21324 0323425435 GHJG@HOTMAIL.COM 
Back To Main Page - ·- 
3. Company Search 
Fig4.44: Company Search 
Company Name 
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Product Information: 
Product information is part of the corporate knowledge base that is supposed to be shared 
among all staffs. This will help the staff familiarize themselves with it. This is especially 
useful for sales persons since they have to be prepared with the knowledge of their 
products when they are selling to customers. 
2 Product Listing 
Fig4.45 : Product Listing 
t"roauct: L1st:1ng 
Product Code Product Name Type Available Quantlt:y Product Description 
QWE45 Cookin<;i Recipe cookin<;i book 90 teech you how to ook 
QWE46 Comics enterteinment book ?6 ent111rteinment 
QWE4? Certoon enterteinment book 45 e nte rt.ti in me. nt 
QWE48 History reference book 76 primery UPSR book 
QWE49 Chemistry reference book 34 SPM book 
QWESO Environmental reference book 766 SPM book 
QWE51 Creetive desii;in book 34 skHls 
QWESZ Drewini;i drewinr;i book 24 skills 
QWE53 Motivate Yourself motivation book 5? motivetion 
QWE54 Winninr;i The Race motivetion book 65 motivation 
... Bi!!~ To Mllll':'_Poge: • 
2 Product Search 
Fig4.46: Product Search 
Product Name 
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User Interface Design for Administration Module 
User Interface for Call Report, Non Call Report, Sample Movement, Customer 
f nfonnation, Company Information and Product lnfonnation are the same as the first 
module. However this module has add-in components. It will be shown as below: 
System User Information: 
Add I Edit I Delete System User 
Fig4.47 : Add I Edit I Delete System User 
Name: 
Phone No.: r- ·-···---- 
Privilege : !P!;;;;-8~ 
E-man:r- 
·--- 
Pauword:J 
9 Record( s) have been found 
- 
Phone 
03-09079687 
,05-76758597 
09-43243253 
,56·60576575 
!03·32432453 - - 
- :~-====~~~~ 
Privilege Emnll Address 
~rv s ~l@hotn1 ~ii .co_m 
i~ RQ.£QJI! 
~"11ilm_illllQ.m 
I~ 
' ~&.al 
,«1111@!ly o,O~ .CU!li 
·--·r ~ - . . . • 
Nnme 
User 
!Administrator 
1User 
!Administrator 
!user 
-·l~s.er ... 
!:l:lli.cl 
KI JI 
L£2. 
1[!)£ 
f mii>.M!i!n 
~ r, 
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Product Information: 
I. Add New Product 
Fig4.48 : Add New Product 
Add New Prpduct 
Product Code 
Product Name J 
Type r- 
!---- ------- Available Quantity 
Product 
Description 
. -----·::] 
I Addi Cancel j 
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2 Delete Product 
Fig4.49 : Delete Product 
Product Listing 
'Product·Code :-produ~:Name 'Type Available Quantity Product Description Del 
QWE45 Cooking Recipe cooking book 90 teach you how to cook _X_ 
QWE46 Comics entertainment book 76 entertainment .x, 
QWE47 Cartoon entertainment book 45 entertainment _x_ 
QWE48 History reference book 76 primary UPSR book .x. 
QWE49 Chemistry reference book 34 SPM book ~ 
QWESO Environmental reference book 766 SPM book .x, 
QWE51 Creative design book 34 skills .x, 
QWE52 Drawing drawing book 24 skills .x, 
QWE53 Motivate_ Yourself motivation book 57 motivation .x, 
QWE54 Winning The Race motivation book 65 motivation .x, 
Back To Main Page . ' 
4.7 SUMMARY 
System design is a critical part for the whole project. A good design is a key to successful 
software project. For the system design in this project development, it covers a range of 
solutions with the difference combination of hardware, software and hwnan operation. 
The solution chosen in this system design phase is the most appropriate technical solution 
that meets well with the system requirements. The design in this project development will 
translate all the requirements into the system characteristics and give a clear picture of the 
whole project. 
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CHAPTERS SYSTEM IMPLEM~ · 
System implementation is the acquisition and integration of the physical and conceptual 
resources that produce a working system (Meyer, Baber and Pfaffenberger, 1999). 
System implementation is also a nutshell in the construction of the application and the 
delivery of the application into the 'production phase'. 
5.1 DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 
The development environment is crucial for the rapid development of SF A System . The 
usage of dynamic and suitable hardware can help accelerating the development or 
construction of the system. The following sections discuss the hardware and software 
tools used to develop and document the entire system. 
Hardware Development Environment 
The hardware used to develop this E-Event Synchronizer are listed below: 
• Intel Celeron 455 MHz Processor 
• 256MBRAM 
• 52X CD-ROM Drive 
• 14.4 GB Hard Disk 
• Nvidia Riva TNT2 Model 64 , 15-inch color Monitor 
• Standard desktop PC components, including floppy disk drive, printer, scanner and 
modem 
Software Development Environment 
Tools Used For System Design and Report Writing 
Jn the early development stage of E-Event Synchronizer, namely the system analysis and 
design phase, Microson Word 2000 (9.0.2720) and Hardcopy are used to capture the 
system requirements and document materials, and also to print tile user interface 
screen. 
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Tools Used For System Development 
The software tools used for system development ar ¥'lte! ! - th@ successful 
implementation of Web-based Sales Force Automation System. Tabh~ b~low lists out the 
software used for the development of Web-based Sales Force Automation System. 
Table 5.1 Software Tools Used For System Development 
SoftWa·re ·,usage: :Q~~cn~#9~ l > ··· 
" 
,,. "!,' ' 
.. 
:: :: :.: 
Microsoft Windows 2000 Development Environment 
Operating system 
Professional System Requirements 
Internet Information Server Development Environment 
Web server 
5.0 System Requirements 
(IIS 5.0) 
Microsoft Visual Tnterdev System Development 
Code editor & interface design 
6.0 I Macromedia 
Dreamweaver Ultradev 
Microsoft Access 2000 Database Design 
Database design, implementation 
and construction for data storage, 
manipulation 
Microsoft Internet Explorer System 
development & Web Browser 
5.0 Interface Design 
Adobe Photoshop 6.0 Interface Design 
Artwork image files, interface 
graphics, and icon designing 
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5.2 PROGRAM CODING 
The coding phase is undertaken when softwtire is to be d '·"fl@cl, During 
the coding phase, source codes are written and docum@11t@d :n §, "@ ~!'©ifrunming 
language to implement the program design. The program design mu~t b~ translated into 
the form that can be understood by the machine. The code generation step performs this 
task. If design is performed in a detailed manner, code generation can be accomplished 
mechanically. 
Coding Approach 
Generally, there are three major approaches applied in coding methodology, which are 
Top-Down approach, Bottom-Up approach, and Threads approach. 
Top-down Approach 
High-level modules are coded, tested, and integrated before higher-level modules. 
Bottom-up Approach 
Low-level modules are coded, tested, and integrated before higher-level modules. 
Threads 
A decision is first made on the order in which program functions should be implemented. 
The modules that support each function are then determined, and each set is then 
implemented in decreasing order of functional importance. 
Among these three approaches, Threads Approach is chosen to be applied in the system 
of Area Planning module. The advantage of this strategy is that the most important 
functions are implemented first. 
Coding Strategy 
Regardless of the type of coding approaches chosen, program code is written whenever is 
possible, according to the structured prot:,rramming conventions. These conventions 
confine the overall coding style to the basic control structures. 
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Branching Statements that perform a test and then ex' ut.; ~~ · S, ·HS~ If' §'~@but not 
others. Among the main techniques for branching that Jun,,, b@e" ijj~ 
execution are: If. .. Then and Select ... Case. 
Looping Statements that execute a set of code again and again. Two types of looping 
structures have been using so far. They are the Do ... While and For ... Next. 
Jumping Statements that pause the execution of the current code, jump over to another 
set of code, and then return. In this case, ASP is needed to jump away from execution of 
the main body of the code, run through the commands of a particular functions or sub- 
procedures, before returning to execute the main body of the code. 
Coding Format 
As the SF A system is using ASP web rechnology in the development process, all the 
pages are written in the HTML and ASP format. Each of the files has the extension of 
.htm or .asp. Scripting languages can be included in the asp files, such as JavaScript , 
VBScript, and etc. VBScript is chosen to implement the main processing manipulation in 
this system. VBScript is also used to implement client-side input validation as well as 
developing the server-side process. 
The following is the general format for the aspfile used in the coding of this system. 
<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE> <!TITLE> 
'client side scripting language with VBScript 
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE == VBSCIUPT 
................... .VIJScript goes in here 
IS IUl'T 
!HEAL> 
<BO 
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'server side scripting Ian 111a ic with VBS ript (sub pro dur is n_·t all\'\!~') 
<% VBScript goes in h ire % 
'server side scripting language with VBScript (sub procedure is allowed) 
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE VBSCRIPT RUNAT - SERVER> 
.... ............ VBScript goes in here 
IS Rf PT> 
"'/BODY_,, 
<!HTML> 
Client-Side Scripts 
Client-side scripting is not directly related to ASP at all. It involves scripts writing that 
w111 be processed by the browser. When a web page ource contains a client-side cript, it 
does not attempt to process the script; instead, it simply downloads the script to the 
brow er as part of the HTTP respon e, and a ume that the br w er will know how to 
deal with it. 
When the browser receives the HTTP response, it needs to process the HTML contained 
within, which described how it is to display the page. The browser mu t al o take care of 
the client-side scripts that were download as part of the pa re. 
Server-Side Scripts 
A script that is interpreted by U1e web server is called a server-side script. A erv r-side 
script ia un instructi 11 ot drnl i pr .e ·s ·d b tho erv ·r, and which renerat HTM . 
The ri~sulting HTML is sent as part of Ute HTTP response to the brow. er. 
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VHScript 
VBScript brings active scripting to a web vari of nvironm ni~ 
cripiing in Internet Explorer and web s ir r ripting in Int _-rn~t hifi r-n'latfon Server 
(I IS). VBScript is said to be a glue that holds w b brows r and \ eb server component 
together. 
VBScript itself is not able to open or modify any files on the user's computer. It will not 
cause the computer to crash. If an important exchange of information is happening in web 
page, the user would certainly not want the computer to crash because of an ill-format 
script. 
Moreover, VBScript is much easier to learn than programming language such as Java, 
CIC+ and other scripting language. Derived from the BASIC language, VBScript should 
not be difficult for anyone who ha any computer program experience. 
Coding Principles 
Several principles are applied during the development of the system to ensure that tho 
quality and proper structure in the code generated. These principles include the 
following: 
Readability 
It is very important when it comes to the future enhancement of the system by other 
people. Code should be easily read and understood. T achieve this, comments can be 
used to explain the module or code. Meaningful variables and labels will also be helpful 
in reading the code. 
Maintainabllity 
ode should be to read corrected and revi ed. ode' that p ·rfonn functi n for ne 
module 'h uld be rouped to aether and try us much as possible to achieve hi h c he i n 
uid loo e coupling. 
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Robustness 
Code should be robust in terms of handling IT, rs nnd ~' i : ,J :b~ ai ·~larlng , r. 
appropriate error mcssa res and tr to avoid s st pi failure. The E-E' ~!t! ~~n@h.r~n~ijng 
I . 
System is developed using the event driven apprqai;h \. hich means that co~~s are 
executed with re. pond to provocation of certain event such as mouse click. 
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CHAPTER 6 TESTING 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Software testing is a critical pha: c of its quality contr I and assurance. Testing represents 
the complete and extensive review and challenge on tJ1 application design, specifications 
and codes. During the testing phase, developed program is being tested to determine 
whether it meets the ordinary requirement . Through various types of testing, the 
developing program design errors or program coding errors can be identified. 
Testing should be done during the oftware phase, to debug design-time errors. It is then 
continued during the system integration phase, to uncover run-time bugs. The mam 
difference between testin • modules during the development phase and testing them 
during the ystem intc tration phase i that errors can be fixed as they arc found durin • 
the development phase. The errors durinc the integration phase should be systemuucull 
recorded, and the module with bugs found mu t be returned to its developing 
programmer(s) for further fixing and debugging procedure . 
Generally, the process of testing usually can be concluded int:o seven steps, as below: 
• Select the boundarie of the test: testing can focus on an individual module m a 
program, several modules, or the entire program. 
• Determine the goal of the test: testing can be used to idcntif y unauthorized, 
inaccurate, incomplete ineffective or inefficient code. A particular test should focus 
on only one (or a small number) of goal - for example, the performance f the 
program under the load stress. 
• hoose the tcstinn approach: Several testinu approache have been devel ped and are 
now widely used- for example, black-bo testin and white-box re tin 1• 
• Develop the test: test data or test scenarios must be developed to accomplish the zeals 
of the te t. In particular the "XP cted re ufts of the test roust be determined, 
• onduct the test: the conduct of U1 test can involve, for example, cxccutin ' tc t data 
thr u h a program r performing a hand- imulati n of th · pr run s uti n 
pattern under test scenarios. 
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• Evaluate the test result: the a .tual result obtnin d under the t .~t ., l·~t le E~ ·~a·r~d 
against the expected 
determined. 
• Document the test: All steps in the testing pro e. mLLI b do umented. 
6.2 UNIT TESTING 
Unit testing focuses on evaluating individual modules within a program. This is the basic 
testing necessity for any software. For system developed with Active Sever Pages(ASP), 
the unit testing involved tends to be undertaken for individual modules which constitute 
substantive pieces of work like Sales Force Automation System, which consist of two 
major modules: sales representatives Area Planning and administration module. 
For this •A system, two major type of unit test are being undertaken. The first type 
static analysis tests, evaluates the quality of a module through a direct examination of 
source code. The module is not executed on a machine, although it mi rht be cxccut ·d in 
mind. There are three main types of static analysis tests. They arc desk chcckin '• 
structured walk-through, and design and code inspection. 
Desk checking is adopted in unit testing of Sales Force Automation System. Desk 
checking which involves the module's c de is examined for evidence of en-ors or 
irregularities. Throughout this checking, several errors and bugs have been identified, 
including checking for the syntax errors, lo nc error deviations from codin r tandard r 
fraudulent code. After the source codes of each module is completed, reviewed, and 
verified for correct pr zrammin yntax unit tesrinn ca e are then desi med t hall n 
its strengths and to ensure it will operate as intended by programmer. 
6.3 INTEGRATION TESTING 
Aller all individual components objects and modules have pas sed thr u ' \ ·a h 
correspoding unit te t it i appropriate time to conduct the intc trati n tcstin 1. Thi 
testinn focuses on evaluating roups of pro om modules primarily to identif whether 
the s st em intorfa or dcfe t d and verall whether they fail to meet the requirem ·nt 
specifications. In this case, SFA system is no different. Similarly S ·A system w1U1 
int · rnt d m dul s tu to o throu h int graucn to tin lo ensure valid linkin · and 
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dynamic relationships either between modules of th· mrirc s. st ·111~ 
modules in each individual module. Thi. will h Ip to id ntify nd E!' £· "~ ,t, @ ·"i,1ni@don 
between the specific features and interfaces of th two in olved m dul,,,£, 
Two different strategies can be used to undertake int [!T ti n t sting: the big-bang testing 
and the incremental testings. In this SFA system testing, incremental testing was adopted. 
Through this incremental testing, sub ets of module ( ub-moduJes) are assembled 
iteratively and tested until the entire program is finally ready. The reason of applying 
incremental testing approach rather than choosing big-bang testing is because it has been 
foreseen that this strategy is much more consistent and explicit to be held, in the sense 
that aJI individual modules are well coded, tested individually, and then assembled in 
total to perform the integration testings. 
As for the testing approache , it normally includes top-down test, bottom-up test, and 
hybrid test. To ensure that this FA web-based application coding and design can be 
carefully tested, hybrid approach i chosen to be adopted. This involves the combination 
of both top-down and bottom-up tests. 
In particular, the specific testing that have been conducted during this phase arc: the 
checking of variables passing, parameters passing of functions and event procedure calls, 
inter-module variables and control values pas ing. Besides, record manipulation and 
traversing processes are also explicitly tested. All Structred Query Language(SQL) 
commands are tested through the developed y tern and validated through execution. 
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Fig6. 1 : Flow Chart of Unit Testing Stage towafds 
Testing Stage for Sales Force Automation SJ!sl~ 
Administration 
Module 
Sales 
Representative 
Area Planning 
Module 
Testing Case 
Design 
Testing Case 
Design 
Errors 
detc t ·d 
Individual _J 
Module Testing . 
Individual 
Module Testing 1----- 
No Error No Error 
Module Complete Module Complete 
Module 
Integration T sing 
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6.4 SYSTEM TESTING 
Pflce ier I Plee 1cr, 19911 identifies four t p s of s st em tests that 1rn~ht ·• 
• F1111tio11 test 
• Performance test 
• Acceptance test 
• Installation test 
However, due to time constraint of this SFA project, only 2 types of test are managed to 
be carried out. 
In general, system testing is designed to reveal bugs , not possibly attributed to individual 
components or to interactions betweem component and modules. It is carried out on the 
entire integrated system as one whole unit. Overall, the testing activities include testing 
of sy tem performance, security, configuration sensitivity, usability, data intc rity error 
handling and recovery. The main purpose of conducting system testing is toverify that 
SFA system i funcrionina properly ,and meet the de ign and development objectives. 
Function Testing 
Function testing is the first step taken to test the system of SFA. lt is used to detenninc 
whether the integrated FA ystern have fulfilled it initial requirements. Therefore it 
tends to emphsize on testing of the system functionalities. An effective function te t 
should have high probabilities t detect system flaw . A f r thi SF A ystem several 
testing have been employed, such as checkin and testing all valid as well as invalid 
input data types, ensure the includin of toppn criteria, fore. ce the · xpcctcd urput 
resulting from certain actions in the functions. 
Performance Testing 
Performance testin ' addresses the 11011-f\.111 tionul requirem ·nts of Sf. A s tern after th· 
function t ~stin ' has b n11 ompletel ·urri ed Out. S stern performance i mea urcd b 
applying pcrformun ·o obj 1tiv ·s set by several potential users, as drawn out in th· n n- 
functional requirem ·nts section defined initially in the early plannin sta c. 
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In tile case of SI·/\ xystciu, pcrformaucc kstlllµ inspects h.' 
manrpulauonx an: bc..:i111• c;111 icd out. It also test out the qucr v :-pc,'d:\, 
record rctrival , searching and srnling pi oc ·ss·s l hc spec I ofdatn l'a~f1·~ i~'~"1 ti~ SQL 
server database i:- also taken into consid .ration 
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CHAPTER 7 SYSTEM EVALUATION 
The last chapter includes problems encounrerc during the devel pment phase of the 
Sales Force Automation system and it solution . 
7.1 PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND SOLUTIONS 
As this project has to be done within a short span of time and a lot of technical issues 
need to be resolved, a lot of problems have been encountered. Solutions have been sought 
during testing and reference check with course mates. Encountering with these problems 
has been proven to be a valuable learning experience. 
Problems And Solutions During System Studies And Analysis 
During the system studies and analysis phase, a lot of studies have been carried out. Lack 
of knowledge in the web application ha been a great obstruction. 
Difficulty in Choosing A Programming Language 
There arc many programming languages available in the market, which can be used to 
develop a web application. To determine which approach to u e, seeking advises and 
view from project supervi or and cour e mates en a tin 1 in similar project are carried 
out. After much references, studies and surveys, VB cript and ASP are chosen prior to 
the short time pan available to devcl p this Sales Force Automation y tent. Thercf re 
VBScript and ASP will be the most suitable Ian rua re as it incurs shorter learning curve .. 
Determining Project Scope 
As this involves developin a FA system for sales representatives, to build a full- 
fledged stem is mer I imp ibl within tho riven tim ~ frame. lnexp ri •n e with th 
current tc hnologies and pnrti ·ulnr scripting lnn ua e i ' another hindrance to implement 
true workabl l1A yst. im for ale representatives u e. 
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Problems And Solutions During System Implementation & f,est"r, Q 
The problem faced durin 1 the initial projc ·t studi ·s and ;innly~i~ w I'@ !' 
compared to the problems faced d11ri11 ' impl m ntation and t sting p noo, ~h§r~ are a 
number of unexpected problem. arise durin r thc: e pha .. · , a. d s ribed below: 
Lack of Mastery In Web-based Programming 
As there is no prior mastery and knowledge 111 programmmg within a web-based 
environment, a lot of studies need to be done. New programming languages like 
VBScript, ASP and Javascript need to be learnt within a short time span. Besides, 
programming concepts for web application is quite different from the traditional way of 
programming. However, all these obstacle are resolved through discussions with course 
mates, supervision form project supervisor and self-studies. 
7.2 SYSTEM STRENGTH 
Simple of Use 
This SFA system for ales representatives is very easy to u e. Users can team how to use 
this system very fast. It is easy to understand. The simplicity of this system will enable 
u crs to perform their tasks easily. 
User Friendliness 
This system has user friendly interface that. will tell the users how to work with thi 
system. The ystem i developed ba ed on the event-driven pro rarnmin n. er hav tJ1 
controls of the system function flow by just click on the button. rt incorporates a standard 
h mepa re with a consistent environment. Moreover the background c lour i et t b 
the same to make it standard. This user friendly interface will shorten the learnin curve 
of the users. 
Password and Pr/vi/ego Protected Site 
Thi s stem is e pa, sword-protected sito. Dy ivin nuthorized u er J and pa w rd 
unauthorized users are prohibited from ncoossing hi ' or her records stored in the database. 
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This also prevents intruders from intentionally or 1111i11t ntion illy cau!\litH~ ~as ph.i,wu.:..Gs H~ ~ " ~ \ij,, "'¥<i • • ,. ~... I.: ~ 
the system. 
Besides, those who access the system with th privil ge f nn "ndrnmi§tratm'; \ /U have 
the privilege to view the entire site, including both th administration and user section. In 
contrast, those who access the system with only privilege of an "User", will only be 
allowed to browse through and use the provided functions in certain user-related section, 
like "Sales Area Planning" and "Search" . Whenever a current user with "User" privilege 
accidentally click on any of the "Administrator" protected page, he/she will automatically 
be redirected to the initial login page. This is to avoid non-administrators to simply 
change various important information like product data and user account management 
data, without the permission and acknowledgement of any authorized adinistrator. 
Reliable System With Effective Error Handling and Recovery 
This sy tern is a reliable one as it cater for almost all possible errors encountered. Input 
by user is validated and verified. For example, a blank entry of required data input or an 
invalid datatype will be handled by the system by prompting out an error message to 
inform the user about the error. At the same time, the system would recover from the 
error and continues to be u ed. 
Relatively Fast Response In Document Retrieval from Server 
Each web page is desi zncd to be Ii 'ht weight. These pa re load in a rca onable amount of 
time to ensure users need not wait too long to view the pages. Heavy graphics and 
background images are avoided. 
Auto-Creatable Database Table for Newly Authorized User 
The database of SF A system i · totally expandable. Since there is a need to provide a 
Per onal data storage spuce for e er u er who is authorized to use the f· A ystem, th 
sy tern is desi med in su ·h a wa that it. can uuto1natically identify any newly re 1"i ter d 
u er and instant I rout a new dot sbu table particultu·Jy for his/her own u e and ace 
to manipulate his/her personnl vents and courses. 
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System Transparency 
System transparency refers tu the condition where th· us crs d 
the database resides, how the system structure i. its databa "' manauem - qt s !@!P !! ·cl 
anything related to the building of the system. For example, th information retrieval and 
downloading of records arc similar t a system acces ing the lo al database. This is to 
ensure not to confuse users especially users in retrieving information. 
7.3 SYSTEM LIMITATIONS 
As in other system, there are also several constraints and limitations in the SF A System. 
These limitations can be addressed in future development and system enhancements. 
Browser Limitations 
This Sales Force Automation System requires a VBScript support browser for execution 
at present. U er using browser that do not support these features will not be able to use 
the available functions in the system. 
Limited Functionality 
This SFA System only allows users, which are the sales persons to do Add, View and 
Search function in Sale Area Planning section only. However, due to time constraints, 
the system do not allow them to edit the Sales Area Planning section. 
Email Fae/I/ties Not Integrated 
The email server is not integrated. If the administrator want to reply to users, he/she will 
have to u e other mail facilities like Microsoft Outlook xpres in this case. The 
message sent cannot be stored in the database. 
Output Printing Function Not Integrated 
SFA system has not provided u .ers tJ1(;) ability to print query results or other data output 
like their all R ·p rt Li ·tin und otJ1 ·ni dir · ·tly from it· application. 
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7.4 FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
System development has 110 boundaric: as n ., 
methods continue to arise and evolve. Thor ~ ar 
the usability of the current version of SFA .. t rn, in terms f functionalities and 
fearurers of the developed system in near future. 
Interactive & Context-Sensitive Help 
Currently, this system does not provide any help function. In future, a help module 
should be integrated into this system and be an interactive and context-sensitive help so 
that user seeking help can access the relevant information quickly. 
Support Various Types of Popular Browser 
As mentioned above, this system requires Internet Explorer and above for execution. In 
future this system can be fine tuned to fulfill other browser requirements such as 
Netscape Navigator for execution. This is becau e Netscape has a sizable shar in th 
browser market besides Internet Explorer. 
Integrate With Mailing Capabilities 
The current system is not completed with a mail server ervice. f n future a mail server 
can be incorporated into this system where i allows the admini trat r to maintain and 
synchronize the records with user through the administrator module. With thi mailin ' 
capability, every user can be reached, by the admini trator, 
7.5 KNOWLEDAGE AND EXPERIENCE GAINED 
There have been many types of approach and programming kills learned during tJ1 
planning, desi ninu and implementation of this project. Variou codin • tcs tin and 
conversion techniques al o bein exp s ed. 
During tho development of this project vanous new pro uammin kills we 
I arn d. Ev ·n tJ1 e i tin pro ramming skill· hove also been polished. Am n th 
nined pro ramming Inn uages learned uo Java cript and VBScipt. New web technolo 
su h as A. tlv S r r Pu s, nnd Javu Applot w sro also teamed and expo d. Th 
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supporting development tools, such as Mi rosofl Visual 
Dream weaver Ultra Dev and so on were also b in) mnst ·r ed. 
It can be said that it is really a rrcat opportunit and hall ng for iUl} ~'tw:i~Itt who has 
passed through the system product ion pr edures, tud nts ha th opportunity to plan, 
scope,develop, setup, deploy and finally execute a real application system with hand-in or 
practical experience. 
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CONCLUSION 
Overall, the entire Sales Force Automation S st m (c.FA) i si med f~r tl'@ ts~-@{~ .§a]~s 
persons has achieved and fulfilled the initial objc rives and requirements as an online 
system, as determined durin 1 system analysis. Thi. _ tem is not only useful to the sales 
representatives, but it also includes an administrator module , ' hich had provided a step- 
by-step insertion wizard to help the administration to systematically add I edit I delete 
info into database. However, certain part of the previously defined requirements and sub- 
objectives have been modified and adopted from time-to-time, tailoring the real 
environment limitation, and per onal constraints, such as time constraint. There was a lot 
of knowledge gained throughout the development of this system. This includes 
knowledge in web application development, Internet environment, Internet Technologies, 
programming and concepts a well as database server and web server. Pro •ramming 
using ASP, VBScript , Java cript and HTML proves to be valuable experience. lntcrfa c 
de ign using Micro oft lnterdev 6.0 provides a aood start into web pa c dcsi n. But 
while programming kill and techniques are important in developing the system, it must 
not be discounted that in any system development, good software enginecrin r techniques 
must also be applied. Here, theorie and knowledge gained throughout the cour e of 
lnfonnation Technology studies like System Analysis And Design and Software 
Engineering literally put into practice. Beside , this pr ject had given me an invaluable 
experience in managing and dcvelopin ' a project. Thi project had trained me to become 
more independent. and confident in handlin ' a software project. With the first step taken 
enhancements could still be made with more f eaturcs added for future version. In a 
nut hell, with project of this nature offered by the faculty, there exist much opportunity to 
be explored especially in the field of Internet environment, either for electronic e cnt 
synchronizing system or in any other fields. 
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APPENDIX 
USER MANUAL 
I .When enter the SFA system, a login pa ze ould be display d. o, just enter yow· user 
name and pas. word ace rding to your privil g 
FigB. 1 O : Login Page 
Login 
. This is for Authorized Persons Only! 
U serName: Jmc 
Password: ,- 
Cancel Login 
2. If you enter as administrator, then you can use all the function in 3 section. lfyou enter 
as a user you can only use the function in the first and econd section. But both will go to 
the same page shown below. 
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FigB.11 Sales Force Automation System 
' • I JI . ' - 
Coll noport Coll Listing 
Non Cnll nnpnrt Non Coll Listinq 
Sample Movement Sample Listing 
Customer lnlormohon Customer L1shng 
Company lnformution Company Listing 
Product Listing 
Search r mcuon 
:.>ocuch Cull Roport 
:;oorch Non Cnll Hoport 
Sourch Somplo Movnmont 
!>omch Cur.tomor lnformohon 
Sumch Curnpuny lnlu111111hu11 
:31lC11ch Product lnlormuhon 
rrnrn t ator unclror 
Add/ l:.1.lll /I lulutu 8y11t11111 lJuur 
lll'h•ln 1'11111111 I 
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3. There are 3 section: Arca Plannin •,Scar hand adminirrati n fmLt!~' t 
4. In the first section, iot two parts : Add new and vi w listing. 
5. You can add new all Report, Non-call Report amp I Mo em nt, Customer 
Information and Company Information. After you add the related information and click 
submit, the related listing will be hown. So you can confirm your data has been added 
into the database. 
6. If you just want to view the related information listing, you can click to the related 
button on the right column. 
7. The related interfaces would be shown as below: 
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FigB. 12 : Add New Call Report 
Country /Region 
Home Address 
Zone 
Home Phone 
Mobile Phone 
Email Addrou 
Date Visited 
(e.g. 031Z34S676) 
(e.g. O 126521 723) 
(e.o. lcy92 I (fhotmoll.com) 
Day fOl3 Month I Jon :::J Year j 2001 :::J 
Sales Amount 
Product I Please Select ::::::J 
I Please Select ::::::J Call Type 
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FigB.13 Call Report Listing 
.1111 R por1 Ll~tlng 
Name Couutry Addreu Zone Horne 1'1obll Em"il 
Date Sales Product Call Type 
Phone Phone Visited Amount 
cmc AS as 464 75 6792661735 7896675687 jkl@lgj.cd 8/26/2001 67 comics Brochure 
Dennis Sibu 10,sec 17 66757 7856757576 0122766757 denn1s~lycos .com 1/3/2001 34 History 
Video 
Show 
Jack KL 54,Jln 32432 0469796509 0124656697 jack@ldeitel.com 5/10/2001 23 Cookino Brochure Ibrahim Recipe 
John Montakab 76,Tmn 43534 0945355464 0197865578 john@lycos.com Mayang 
Joseph New 67,lpoh 43536 0934534543 0129069779 joseph@libm.com Zealand Road 
Patricia Miri ojoj 45646 0379695858 0127866475 pat(ihotmail.com 1/1/2001 Please 
Please 
Select Select 
Sam America 76,rfg 43538 0323534566 0136,868699 som@IDoit.com road 
Shawn England 45,ry rood 70968 0978575969 0127986860 shawnOlycos .com 9/28/2001 56 Cooki11g On Sit Recipe Display 
Susan Molaka 56.Jln Chi 43540 0435456 66 0107866533 uunOcro&tivo .corn .my Jong 
Tan Kok AS 4 ,ry road 43542 0743543 64 0176696970 tan€Jly o .com Seno 
vin AS SDAD 12132 3243254354 0123453543 DE HOTMAIL.COM 3/3/2001 Cortoo11 vleec how 
FigB. 14 : Add New Non Call Report 
y 
Yearl 2001 ::J 
Yea~ 2001 i] 
3 
Staff ID: 
Date From: 
Date o: 
Non Call Type 
Day Month Jon 
Mon h I Jon 
raining 
encel 
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FigB. 15 : Non Call Listing 
Non all LI ting 
St:aff IO Date From Date To Non Call Type 
ABC123 1/1/2002 1/1/2002 Sick 
ABC124 3/29/2001 4/4/2001 Annual Leave 
ABC23 1/1/2001 3/3/2001 Tr·aining 
ABC43 1/1/2001 2/1/2001 Emeroency Leave 
ABC45 1/6/2001 3/6/2001 Sick 
ABC46 1/2/2001 2/3/2001 Annual Leave 
ABC787 1/1/2001 3/3/2001 Training 
ABC90 4/10/2001 10/11/2001 Training 
ABC92 3/6/2001 3/6/2001 Sick 
ABC94 7/12/2001 8/12/2001 Emen;1ency Leave 
ABC96 . 1/1/2002 2/2/2002 Training 
WER34 1/1/2001 1/1/2001 Annual Leave 
Dock To Main Page 
FigB. 16 : Add New Sample Movement 
. . Add New Sample.Movement . ·.·· .... ~ 
Lot Number: 
SIR/SOF Number : 
Date : 
Quantity On Hand : 
Number Given : 
From: 
To: 
Day [013 Month f Jon 3 Yearl 2001 3 
f 
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FigB. 17: Sample Movement Listing 
Snm11I" l'tovt>tneot, Lh;tlol) 
Semple Typo Lot JR/SOF Date Quantity On Number From To Numbnr Number Hand Given 
Cortoon enterrelnrnenr 12 9 98769 l 0/6/2001 45 23 Alex Pat 
Chemistry reference 12351 96771 6/26/ 001 646 26 Gerald Wang 
Chinese comics 12345 96765 <l/24/2001 43 12 Avin 
Wan 
Seng 
Comics enteruilnm nt 12348 98768 l 7/2<1/2001 56 23 Soon Avin 
Cooking Recipe cook1nQ 12347 96767 6/5/2001 65 34 Sam Dick 
Creative skills 12353 96773 10/30/2001 46 12 Susan Adeline 
Drewin(l sklll 12354 96774 9/6/2001 75 13 Vincent Lex 
DSDD WE 231344345 432434535 1/1/2001 23 2 MlNGCHIN WAN 
Environmental reference 12352 96772 9/1/2001 67 22 Peng Sen(l 
History reference book 12346 98766 1/5/2001 67 20 Jordan Crystal 
History reference 12350 98770 7/25/2001 87 22 Desc Johnnes 
Mathematics reference book 12360 98780 l/l/2001 54 23 Avin me 
Dack To Main P100 , 
FigB.18 : Add New Customer 
Country /Region 
-----------··----- 
Home Address 
Zone 
Company 
Hom Phon (e.g. 0312345678) 
Mobile Phone ( .g. 0126521723) 
mall Addreu r (e.g. I y92 l hotmall. om) 
SIA>mlt _.,noel 
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FigB.19: Customer Listing 
ustorn r Listlno 
Name Country Address Zone Company Home Phone Mobile Phone Email 
cmc AS as 46475 Dick 979 6817,:.S 7896875687 jkl@gj.cd 
Danny Ch eras 43,Jln Dute 54636 Viztel 0376758697 0127867857 danny@mailcity.com 
Dennis Sibu 10,sec 17 68757 Louis 7856757576 0122786757 dennis@lycos.com 
Jack KL 54 ,Jin Ibrahim 32432 Serf 0489796509 0124658697 jack@deitel.com 
John Mentakab 76,Tmn Mayang 34353 Intel Inc 0789787457 0128768586 john@lycos.com 
Joseph New Zealand 67,lpoh Road 79067 lBM 0689778696 0165756970 joseph@ibm.com 
Patricia Miri gjgj 45646 0379695858 0127868475 pat@hotmail.com 
Sam America 76,rfo road 78768 Dolt Inc 0868658689 0197868858 sam@Dolt.com 
Shawn Enoland 45,ry road 78968 shawn Sdn Bhd 0978575969 0127986868 shawn@lycos.com 
Susan Mel aka 56,Jln Chi Jang 76866 Creative Sdn Bhd 0689785685 0176869699 susan@creative.com .m)' 
Tan Kok Seng AS 56,Jln Chi Jang 65575 Tan Sdn Bhd 0476865859 0136868689 tan~lycos .com 
vin AS SOAD 12132 3243254354 0123453543 DE@HOTMAIL.COM 
. Back To Mein Page 
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FigB.20 : Add New Company 
Company Name 
Customer Name I 
Company 
Country /Reolon 
Company Address 
Company Zone r- 
Company Phone (e.g. 03123-45678) 
Email Addrc s (e.g.lcy92l@hotmall.com) 
Sutmt. c~I 
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FigB.21 Company Listing 
t.ompanv u trng 
Company Customer Company Company Company Company Email Name Name Country Address Zone Phone 
Azide Erica Terengganu 87,Jln Mat 76869 0768575589 erica@azide.com .my 
bihun Sdn Bhd Poay Chiang Penang 45,Jln KL 78969 0489675758 poay@hotmail .corn 
Creative Sdn Susan Melaka 56,Jln Chi Jang 76868 0689785685 susan@creative .corn .my Bhd 
Dolt Inc Sam America 76,rfg road 78768 0868658689 sam@Dolt.com 
IBM Joseph New Zealand 67,Ipoh Road 79067 0689778696 joseph@ibm.com 
Metal Inc Moses Kuching 76,JlnTanling 78686 0865859697 moses@metal.com .my 
Serf Jack SP 90,Tmn fg 79878 0378585970 jack@serf.com.my 
Sony Adeline Miri 785,Tmn Manduka 78686 0868558697 adeline@yahoo.com 
Tan Sdn Bhd Tan Kok Seng AS 89,Jln Pangkalan 65575 0476865859 tan@lycos.com 
Viztel Danny. Cher as 54 ,Jin Kuching 78685 0378576475 danny@viztel.com 
WAN MING es ABC 21324 0323425435 GHJGOHOiMAIL.COM 
FigB.22 : Product Listing 
.. roau f: 1 ano 
Product ode 
QW 45 
QWE46 
QWf!47 
QW 40 
QW 
Produet Nam 
C kino Ro i e 
Comics 
c rt 
yp Avail.obi 
klno k 
ntertalnm•nt book 
w 
QW l. 
QW 2 
QW 
QW <4 
t rt i m nl 
pnmary lJPSR b ok 
PM b I< 
Uncle 'I u !-'loin l'ouo __ 
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8. The second section has search 11111 .tion. 
9. You can click the related field to scar h for th' rclnt id informati n. H \ ::·1 ',@ h.~w, 1 in 
listing formal. 
I 0. All the interfaces are the . arnc. So only on of them ould b shown as an example. 
FigB. 23 : Call Report Search 
Customer Heme 
I Submit I ~~ce~j 
I I. The third section can only be acce ed by the administrator. 
12. They can add/edit/delete ystern user and add/delete product. 
13. The related interface. would be shown a below: 
FlgB.24: Add I Edit I Delete System User 
N11mti 1r 
l'hone No.: r 
l'rlvll ue : ~- S I Ci-::] 
·m•ll 1 
PH•wor1l1 f 
• AOd Ne11< ; ~J 
'1 Rll ul"ll( ~) ho110 bll 11 found 
Nam 
Adm I 1r~I ' 
U ~I 
Adr11l!'ll l1"~1 r 
,Ui I ,. 
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FigB. 25 : Edit System User 
Edll Ing ·>Y t ern LI r P r_ on I R . orcl 
Nt1m : f Crystal 
Phone No.: !OJ-89079687 
Prlvlleoe : I User 
E-mail : lc;y;i.;j@hot~;;..- 
Password: r;;ystol 
FlgB. 26 : Delete System User 
T 1i t e.co r iU l deleh 
- ·-·· ------·----- 
Name : jcrystal 
Phnn : l03·890796a7 
las• : !user 
E-mall : letvttlll@lhotmoi.com 
l'n word : I ytl<'.11 
0 I · 
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FigB. 27 : Add New Product 
Add New Product 
Product Code r·-··- 
Product Name 
Type 
Available Quantity 
Product 
Description 
·;.I 
_J 
jAddf _Cencel I 
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FigB. 28 : Delete Product 
Product listing 
Product Code Product Name Type Available Quantity Product Description Del 
QWE45 Cooking Recipe cooking book 90 teach you how to cook ____;_.;__ 
QWE46 Comics entertainment book 76 entertainment _x_ 
QWE47 Cartoon entertainment book 45 entertainment __K_ 
QWE48 History reference book 76 primary UPSR book _L 
QWE49 Chemistry reference book 34 SPM book ~- QWESO Environmental reference book 766 SPM book _L 
QWESl Creative design book 34 skills _x_ 
QWE52 Drawing drawing book 24 skills _x_ 
QWES3 Motivate Yourself motivation book 57 motivation _L 
QWES4 Winning The Race motivation book 65 motivation 
Back To Main Pogo 
.,,..."""""' - "'"'- - ·-- --- ~~ .. .........,, 
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Problems And Solutions During System Implementation ~ 
The problem faced durin 1 the initial pr j t studi 'S "In j nnnly~i~ ~~ illf@ t • s 'm©ial 
compared to the problems faced durin • impl m ntati n and t ·sting p~rloo. lfh~r~ are a 
number of unexpected problems aris c during these phas . , a. d s ribed below: 
Lack of Mastery In Web-based Programming 
As there is no prior mastery and kn wledge in programming within a web-based 
environment, a lot of studies need to be done. New programming languages like 
YBScript, ASP and Javascript need to be learnt within a short time span. Besides, 
programming concepts for web application is quite different from the traditional way of 
programming. However, all these obstacles are resolved through discussions with course 
mates, supervision form project supervisor and self-studies. 
7.2 SYSTEM STRENGTH 
Simple of Use 
This SFA system for sales representatives is very easy to use. Users can learn how to use 
this sy tem very fast. It is easy to understand. The irnplicity of this system will enable 
user t:o perform their tasks easily. 
User Friendliness 
This system has user friendly interface that. will tell the users how to work with this 
system. The ystem is dcvel ped ba ed n the event-driven pro arnmin ·. er have tJ1 
controls of the system function flow by just click on the button. It incorporates a standard 
h mepa e with a consi tent environment. Moreover, the back zround colour i et t b 
the same to make it standard. This user friendly interface will shorten the learnin curv 
of the u ers, 
Password and Privilege Protected Site 
This s t. 'In is ' pa. w rd-protected site. By ivin · authorized u. er I and pa sw rd 
unauthorized users are prohibited from accessing his or her record stored in the database. 
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